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Command Syntax Conventions
The conventions used to present command syntax in this book are the same conventions
used in the IOS Command Reference. The Command Reference describes these conventions as follows:
■

Boldface indicates commands and keywords that are entered literally as shown. In
actual configuration examples and output (not general command syntax), boldface
indicates commands that are manually input by the user (such as a show command).

■

Italic indicates arguments for which you supply actual values.

■

Vertical bars (|) separate alternative, mutually exclusive elements.

■

Square brackets ([ ]) indicate an optional element.

■

Braces ({ }) indicate a required choice.

■

Braces within brackets ([{ }]) indicate a required choice within an optional element.
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Foreword
With emerging IT trends such as virtualization, data center, collaboration, and mobility, the
demands placed on network professionals have become more varied and sophisticated.
Knowledge of networking fundamentals is no longer sufficient. Network professionals must
understand networking systems with integrated security, wireless, and voice capabilities.
The technology evolution is creating a global IT skills gap, as corporations, regardless of
size, industry, or geography, seek professionals who have more than product and technology skills. Instead, the focus on today’s IT professional is their ability to fulfill real-world
job role requirements. In fact, new careers in IT are being established that are based more
on complex services and architectures than systems.
In support of the industry’s demand for “the right resources, at the right place, at the
right time,” Cisco remains dedicated to the development of the next-generation IT workforce. Assessment of an individual’s knowledge and ability to perform the required job
tasks of a particular role is measured by the Cisco Career and Specialist Certifications,
which are recognized worldwide.

Cisco Press, an industry leader in networking education content, offers the only selfstudy books authorized by Cisco. The Cisco Press exam certification guides and preparation materials offer exceptional and flexible access to the knowledge and information
required to stay current in one’s field of expertise or to gain new skills. Whether used to
increase internetworking skills or as a supplement to a formal certification preparation
course, these materials offer networking professionals the information and knowledge
required to perform on-the-job tasks proficiently.
Additional authorized Cisco instructor-led courses are available exclusively through our
Authorized Cisco Learning Partners worldwide. Other self-study materials including
e-learning, practice exams, labs, and simulations are available from the Cisco Learning
Network, our Web 2.0 social learning community. To learn more, visit https://learningnetwork.cisco.com. I hope that you find this material to be an essential part of your education, exam preparation, and professional development and that it becomes a valuable
addition to your personal library.
Tejas R. Vashi
Director, Product Management
Cisco Technical Services
August 2011

Authors Note
This self-study work has received GOLD certification as an IPv6 certified course from
the IPv6 forum for the content of this book. The related certification—CCDP—has
received GOLD certification as an IPv6 certified certification as well. As a networking
design professional, please keep IPv6 in the forefront of your designs:
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Introduction
Designing Cisco Network Service Architectures (ARCH), Third Edition, covers how to
perform the conceptual, intermediate, and detailed design of a network infrastructure.
This design supports network solutions over intelligent network services to achieve effective performance, scalability, and availability of the network. This book enables readers,
applying solid Cisco network solution models and best design practices, to provide viable
and stable enterprise internetworking solutions. In addition, the book has been written to
help candidates prepare for the Designing Cisco Network Service Architectures Exam
(642-874 ARCH). This exam is one of the requirements for the Cisco Certified Design
Professional (CCDP) certification. This exam tests a candidate’s knowledge of the latest
development in network design and technologies, including network infrastructure, intelligent network services, and converged network solutions.
Since the first edition was published in 2004, the Designing Cisco Network Services
Architectures (ARCH) authorized training course has been updated to keep pace with the
industry. Therefore, the exam was consequently updated to match these changes. This led
to the immediate need for an update to this examination preparation text. Readers of the
previous edition of this work can use this text to update their knowledge and skill sets.
In certain cases, parts of this book may discuss obsolete, end-of-life, or suboptimal configurations. This ensures that the book aligns with the ARCH exam. Whenever possible,
this is noted.

Goals of This Book
Upon completing this book, you will be able to meet these objectives:
■

Introduce the Cisco Borderless Networks architectural framework and explain how it
addresses enterprise network needs for performance, scalability, security, unified
communications, and availability.

■

Describe how the Cisco enterprise architectures are used in the Borderless Networks
framework for designing enterprise networks.

■

Create intermediate and detailed enterprise campus network, enterprise edge, and
remote infrastructure designs that offer effective functionality, performance, scalability, and availability.

■

Create conceptual, intermediate, and detailed intelligent network service designs for
network management, high availability, security, quality of service (QoS), and IP
multicast.

■

Create conceptual, intermediate, and detailed virtual private network (VPN) designs.
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Prerequisite Knowledge
Although enthusiastic readers will tackle less-familiar topics with some energy, a sound
grounding in networking is advised. To gain the most from this book, you should be
familiar with internetworking technologies, Cisco products, and Cisco IOS Software features. Although exams for the CCDP (or Cisco Certified Network Professional [CCNP])
do not require you to pass them in order, I strongly advise you to consider passing them
in order because the program builds on itself. This book is also an excellent resource to
learn about Borderless Networks (perhaps even in preparation for the Cisco Systems
Borderless Networks Specialization certification).
Note Many Cisco specialist certifications are aligned to Channel Partner specialization
requirements. Channel Partner employees should access the Partner Education Connection
(Cisco.com partner level access) to find the latest roadmaps and information as it pertains
to Channel Partner certifications and requirements. Specialization certifications are open to
all members of the public and are not limited to Channel Partner employees.

This book covers the following topics to aid your journey toward CCDP certification:
■

How to design the necessary services to extend IP addresses using variable-length subnet masking (VLSM), Network Address Translation (NAT), and route summarization

■

How to implement appropriate networking routing protocols, such as Open Shortest
Path First (OSPF), Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP), and Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) on an existing internetwork

■

How to redistribute routes between different routing protocols

■

The required Cisco products and services that enable connectivity and traffic transport for a multilayer campus network

■

Design of data center services

■

The necessary services at each layer of the network to enable all users to obtain
membership in multicast groups in a working enterprise network

■

How to control network traffic by implementing the necessary admission policy at
each layer of the network topology

■

How to identify the appropriate hardware and software solutions for a given set of
WAN technology requirements, including access between a central campus, branch
offices, and telecommuters

■

The Cisco equipment to establish appropriate WAN connections

■

How to use protocols and technologies that enable traffic flow between multiple
sites while minimizing the amount of overhead traffic on each connection
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■

QoS capabilities to ensure that mission-critical applications receive the required
bandwidth within a given WAN topology

■

How to implement Cisco Unified Communications

■

How to implement Cisco wireless solutions

■

How to implement basic security steps and mitigation techniques

How This Book Is Organized
Of course, you can read the chapters in this book sequentially, but the organization of
this book also allows you to focus your reading on specific topics of interest. For example, if you want to focus on advanced routing design, you can skim Chapters 1 and 2
(which cover Borderless Networks and the elements of the enterprise campus network
design), and then focus on the advanced IP addressing and routing topics in Chapter 3.
Each chapter examines topics around a specific set of design issues. Specifically, the
chapters in this book cover the following topics:
■

Chapter 1, “The Cisco Enterprise Architecture,” introduces the methodology configured for network engineers to design scalable, robust infrastructures to support
today’s complicated business applications. This includes the Cisco Borderless
Networks architecture.

■

Chapter 2, “Enterprise Campus Network Design,” reviews high-availability designs
and how to implement optimal redundancy. An in-depth look at recommended practices for Layer 2 and Layer 3 design elements follows. A discussion of the Layer 2 to
Layer 3 boundary designs and issues concludes with a number of considerations for
supporting infrastructure services.

■

Chapter 3, “Developing an Optimum Design for Layer 3,” begins by reviewing the
importance of IP address planning, and then covers advanced routing elements.
Discussions focus on scalable EIGRP, OSPF, and BGP designs.

■

Chapter 4, “Advanced WAN Services Design Considerations,” covers advanced WAN
service layers. This overview goes into more detail about the common WAN optical
technologies of Synchronous Optical Network (SONET), Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy (SDH), dense wave-division multiplexing (DWDM), and Resilient Packet
Ring. A discussion about Metro Ethernet, Virtual Private Line Service (VPLS), and
Multiprotocol Label Switching virtual private network (MPLS VPN) technologies
follows (and includes an examination of a number of design considerations). The discussion then turns to implementing advanced WAN services.

■

Chapter 5, “Enterprise Data Center Design,” focuses on the enterprise data center,
and covers the data center architecture model and design consideration in the data
center core, aggregation, and access layers. The discussion then turns to scaling, with
a look at how to scale a three-layer data center architecture.
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■

Chapter 6, “SAN Design Considerations,” covers storage-area networks, from components and topologies to SAN technologies. SAN design factors center on port density
and topology, with some discussion about extending the SAN with various protocols.

■

Chapter 7, “E-Commerce Module Design,” begins with an e-commerce overview and
a look at the components of high availability in this module. The chapter covers
common e-commerce design components, designing an integrated e-commerce
architecture, and how to fine-tune e-commerce designs.

■

Chapter 8, “Security Services Design,” delves into designing firewall services in various scenarios. The chapter also covers network admission control services, with a
review of Cisco Network Admission Control (NAC) appliance fundamentals and
NAC Appliance Server (NAS) deployment options and designs. The discussion then
turns to intrusion-detection and -prevention design.

■

Chapter 9, “IPsec and SSL VPN Design,” examines remote-access VPN design. Siteto-site VPN designs are covered, too. This chapter also covers IPsec VPN technologies, including Cisco Easy VPN, generic routing encapsulation (GRE) over IPsec, and
Dynamic Multipoint VPN (DMVPN). Recommendations for managing VPNs and
considerations for scaling VPNs conclude the chapter.

■

Chapter 10, “IP Multicast Design,” covers IP multicast and multicast routing. Topics
covered in this chapter include Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM), rendezvous
points, and securing IP multicast.

■

Chapter 11, “Network Management Capabilities Within Cisco IOS Software,” examines Cisco network management capabilities embedded in Cisco IOS Software. This
chapter also covers the syslog process, NetFlow, and Network-Based Application
Recognition (NBAR), with a focus on the Cisco technologies themselves and how
they enable other discovery tools, including Cisco AutoQoS. The chapter concludes
with an overview of IP service-level agreement (SLA) measurements.

This book also contains an appendix and an acronym list:
■

Appendix A, “Answers to Review Questions,” provides the answers to all the chapter-ending review questions.

■

Appendix B, “Acronyms and Abbreviations,” identifies abbreviations, acronyms, and
initialisms used in this book.

■

Appendix C, “VoWLAN Design,” introduces the Cisco Unified Wireless Network
and examines requirements for voice over WLAN in the enterprise network. This
appendix, which was Chapter 11 in the previous edition, also discusses VoWLAN
coverage considerations and the site-survey process. It has been moved here because
the matter within is not part of the ARCH exam in this version.

Note The website references in this book were accurate at the time of this writing.
However, some might have changed since then. If a URL is unavailable, you can always
search using the title as keywords in your favorite search engine.

Chapter 3

Developing an Optimum
Design for Layer 3

After completing this chapter, you will be able to
■

Design IPv4 and IPv6 addressing solutions to support summarization

■

Design IPv6 migration schemes

■

Design routing solutions to support summarization, route filtering, and redistribution

■

Design scalable EIGRP routing solutions for the enterprise

■

Design scalable OSPF routing solutions for the enterprise

■

Design scalable BGP routing solutions for the enterprise

This chapter examines a select number of topics on both advance IP addressing and
design issues with Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing
Protocol (EIGRP), and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). As one would expect, advanced
IP addressing and routing protocol design encompasses a large amount of detail that has
already filled a number of books on routing protocols and networking best practices.

Designing Advanced IP Addressing
Designing IP addressing at a professional level involves several advanced considerations.
This section reviews the importance of IP address planning and selection and the importance of IP address summarization. It also discusses some applications of summary
addressing.
Note In this chapter, IP (unless specified as IPv6) refers to IPv4.
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IP Address Planning as a Foundation
Structured and modular cabling plant and network infrastructures are ideal for a good
design with low maintenance and upgrade costs. In similar fashion, a well-planned IP
addressing scheme is the foundation for greater efficiency in operating and maintaining a
network. Without proper advanced planning, networks may not be able to benefit from
route summarization features inherent to many routing protocols.
Route summarization is important in scaling any routing protocol. However, some existing IP addressing schemes may not support summarization. It takes time and effort to
properly allocate IP subnets in blocks to facilitate summarization. The benefits of summarized addresses are reduced router workload and routing traffic and faster convergence.
Although modern router CPUs can handle a vastly increased workload as compared to
older routers, reducing load mitigates the impact of periods of intense network instability. In general, summary routes dampen out or reduce network route churn, making the
network more stable. In addition, summary routes lead to faster network convergence.
Summarized networks are simpler to troubleshoot because there are fewer routes in the
routing table or in routing advertisements, compared to nonsummarized networks.
Just as using the right blocks of subnets enables use of more efficient routing, care with
subnet assignments can also support role-based functions within the addressing scheme
structure. This in turn enables efficient and easily managed access control lists (ACL) for
quality of service (QoS) and security purposes.
In addition to allocating subnets in summarized blocks, it is advantageous to choose
blocks of addresses within these subnets that can be easily summarized or described
using wildcard masking in access control lists (ACL). With a well-chosen addressing
scheme, ACLs can become much simpler to maintain in the enterprise.

Summary Address Blocks
Summary address blocks are the key to creating and using summary routes. How do you
recognize a block of addresses that can be summarized? A block of IP addresses might
be able to be summarized if it contains sequential numbers in one of the octets. The
sequence of numbers must fit a pattern for the binary bit pattern to be appropriate for
summarization. The pattern can be described without doing binary arithmetic.
For the sequential numbers to be summarized, the block must be x numbers in a row,
where x is a power of 2. In addition, the first number in the sequence must be a multiple
of x. The sequence will always end before the next multiple of x.
For example, any address block that matches the following can be summarized:
■

128 numbers in a row, starting with a multiple of 128 (0 or 128)

■

64 numbers in a row, starting with a multiple of 64 (0, 64, 128, or 192)

■

32 numbers in a row, starting with a multiple of 32

■

16 numbers in a row, starting with a multiple of 16
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If you examine 172.19.160.0 through 172.19.191.0, there are 191 – 160 + 1 = 32 numbers
in a row, in sequence in the third octet. Note that 32 is 25 power of 2. Note also that 160
is a multiple of 32 (5 * 32 = 160). Because the range meets the preceding conditions, the
sequence 172.19.160.0 through 172.19.191.0 can be summarized.
Finding the correct octet for a subnet-style mask is fairly easy with summary address
blocks. The formula is to subtract n from 256. For example, for 32 numbers in a row, the
mask octet is 256 – 32 = 224. Because the numbers are in the third octet, you place the
224 in the third octet, to form the mask 255.255.224.0.
A summary route expressed as either 172.19.160.0, 255.255.224.0, or as 172.169.160/19
would then describe how to reach subnets starting with 172.19.160.0 through
172.19.191.0.

Summarization for IPv6
Although the address format of IPv6 is different from IPv4, the same principles apply.
Blocks of subsequent IPv6 /64 subnets can be summarized into larger blocks for
decreased routing table size and increased routing table stability. To an extent, routing
summarization for IPv6 is simpler than for IPv4, because you do not have to consider
variable-length subnet masking (VLSM). Most IPv6 subnets have a prefix length of 64
bits, so again, you are looking for contiguous blocks of /64 subnets. The number of subnets in this block should be a power of 2, and the starting number should be a multiple of
that same power of 2 for the block to be summarizable.
For example, examine the block 2001:0DB8:0:A480::/64 to 2001:0DB8:0:A4BF::/64. A
quick analysis of the address block shows that the relevant part is in the last two hexadecimal characters, which are 0x80 for the first subnet in the range and 0xBF for the last subnet in the range. Conversion of these numbers to decimal yields 0x80 = 128 and 0xBF =
191. This is a block of 191 – 128 + 1 = 64 subnets. After verifying that 128 is a multiple
of 64, you can conclude that the block of subnets is can be summarized.
To calculate the prefix length, you need to find the number of bits represented by the
block of 64 addresses. 64 = 26; therefore, 6 bits need to be subtracted from the original
/64 prefix length to obtain the prefix length of the summary, which is /58 (64 – 6 = 58).
As a result, a summary route of 2001:0DB8:0:A480::/58 can be used to describe how to
reach subnets 2001:0DB8:0:A480::/64 to 2001:0DB8:0:A4BF::/64.
Note If you have a well-chosen IPv4 addressing scheme that summarizes properly, you
might consider mapping those addresses to an IPv6 addressing scheme. For example, the
issued /48 prefix, append the second and third octets from your network 10.x.y.0/24, voilà!
Jeff Doyle and others advise that if you’re tight on subnets, if your addressing doesn’t summarize well, and for other such reasons, it is usually best to do IPv6 addressing from
scratch, rather than tying it to a poorly conceived legacy IPv4 addressing scheme.
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Changing IP Addressing Needs
IP address redesign is necessary to adapt to changes in how subnets are now being used.
In some networks, IP subnets were initially assigned sequentially. Summary address
blocks of subnets were then assigned to sites to enable route summarization.
However, newer specifications require additional subnets, as follows:
■

IP telephony: Additional subnets or address ranges are needed to support voice services. In some cases, the number of subnets double when IP telephony is implemented
in an organization.

■

Videoconferencing: Immersive TelePresence applications are high bandwidth and
sensitive to loss and latency. Generally, best practice is to segment these devices, creating the need for more subnets.

■

Layer 3 switching at the edge: Deploying Layer 3 switching to the network edge is
another trend driving the need for more subnets. Edge Layer 3 switching can create
the demand for a rapid increase in the number of smaller subnets. In some cases,
there can be insufficient address space, and readdressing is required.

■

Network Admission Control (NAC): NAC is also being deployed in many organizations. Some Cisco 802.1X and NAC deployments are dynamically assigning VLANs
based on user logins or user roles. In these environments, ACLs control connectivity
to servers and network resources based on the source subnet, which is based on the
user role.

■

Corporate requirements: Corporate governance security initiatives are also isolating
groups of servers by function, sometimes called segmentation. Describing “production” and “development” subnets in an ACL can be painful unless they have been chosen wisely. These new subnets can make managing the network more complex.
Maintaining ad hoc subnets for voice security and other reasons can be time-consuming. When it is possible, describing the permitted traffic in a few ACL statements is a
highly desirable. Therefore, ACL-friendly addressing which can be summarized helps
network administrators to efficiently manage their networks.

Planning Addresses
The first step in implementing ACL-friendly addressing is to recognize the need. In an
environment with IP phones and NAC implemented, you need to support IP phone subnets and NAC role subnets in ACLs. In the case of IP phones, ACLs will probably be used
for both QoS and voice-security rules. For NAC role-based subnets, ACLs will most likely be used for security purposes.
Servers in medium-to-large server farms should at least be grouped so that servers with
different functions or levels of criticality are in different subnets. That saves listing individual IP addresses in lengthy ACLs. If the servers are in subnets attached to different
access switches, it can be useful to assign the subnets so that there is a pattern suitable
for wildcarding in ACLs.
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If the addressing scheme allows simple wildcard rules to be written, those simple ACL
rules can be used everywhere. This avoids maintaining per-location ACLs that need to
define source or destination addresses to local subnets. ACL-friendly addressing supports
maintaining one or a few global ACLs, which are applied identically at various control
points in the network. This would typically be accomplished with a tool such as Cisco
Security Manager.
The conclusion is that it is advantageous to build a pattern into role-based addressing and
other addressing schemes so that ACL wildcards can match the pattern. This in turn supports implementing simpler ACLs.
Note For IPv6 access lists, the wildcard masks are not usually used. All source and destination addresses are notated in the form of prefixes. Therefore, it is important that subnets
that are to be grouped in an access list falling within a summarized address range.

Applications of Summary Address Blocks
Summary address blocks can be used to support several network applications:
■

Separate VLANs for voice and data, and even role-based addressing

■

Bit splitting for route summarization

■

Addressing for virtual private network (VPN) clients

■

Network Address Translation (NAT)

These features are discussed in detail in the following sections.

Implementing Role-Based Addressing
The most obvious approach to implement role-based addressing is to use network 10.
This has the virtue of simplicity. A simple scheme that can be used with Layer 3 closets is
to use 10.number_for_closet.VLAN.x /24 and avoid binary arithmetic. This approach
uses the second octet for closets or Layer 3 switches, the third octet for VLANs, and the
fourth octet for hosts.
If you have more than 256 closets or Layer 3 switches to identify in the second octet,
you might use some bits from the beginning of the third octet, because you probably do
not have 256 VLANs per switch.
Another approach is to use some or all of the Class B private addressing blocks. This
approach will typically involve binary arithmetic. The easiest method is to allocate bits
using bit splitting. An example network is 172.0001 xxxx.xxxx xxxx.xxhh hhhh. In this
case, you start out with 6 bits reserved for hosts in the fourth octet, or 62 hosts per subnet (VLAN). The x bits are to be split further.
This format initially uses decimal notation to the first octet and binary notation in the
second, third, and fourth octets to minimize conversion back and forth.
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If you do not need to use the bits in the second octet to identify additional closets, you
end up with something like 172.16.cccc cccR.RRhh hhhh:
■

The c characters indicate that 7 bits allow for 27 or 128 closet or Layer 3 switches.

■

The R characters indicate 3 bits for a role-based subnet (relative to the closet block),
or 8 NAC or other roles per switch.

■

The h characters indicate 6 bits for the 62-host subnets specified.

This addressing plan is enough to cover a reasonably large enterprise network.
Another 4 bits are available to work with in the second octet if needed.
Using a role-aware or ACL-friendly addressing scheme, you can write a small number of
global permit or deny statements for each role. This greatly simplifies edge ACL maintenance. It is easier to maintain one ACL for all edge VLANs or interfaces than different
ACLs for every Layer 3 access or distribution switch.
Note The role-based approach depends on the use of noncontiguous wildcard masks to
match multiple subnets that fit a specific role. This dependency makes the method unsuitable for IPv6 and IPv4 (if devices in the path do not support discontiguous masks).

Bit Splitting for Route Summarization
The previous bit-splitting technique has been around for a while. It can also be useful in
coming up with summary address block for routing protocols if you cannot use simple
octet boundaries. The basic idea is to start with a network prefix, such as 10.0.0.0, or a
prefix in the range 172.16.0.0 to 172.31.0.0, 192.168.n.0, or an assigned IP address. The
remaining bits can then be thought of as available for use for the area, subnet, or host
part of the address. It can be useful to write the available bits as x, then substitute a, s, or
h as they are assigned. The n in an address indicates the network prefix portion of the
address, which is not subject to change or assignment.
Generally, you know how large your average subnets need to be in buildings. (A subnet
with 64 bits can be summarized and will cover most LAN switches.) That allows you to
convert six x bits to h for host bits.
You can then determine the number of necessary WAN links and the amount you are
comfortable putting into one area to decide the number of a bits you need to assign. The
leftover bits are s bits. Generally, one does not need all the bits, and the remaining bits
(the a versus s boundary) can be assigned to allow some room for growth.
For example, suppose 172.16.0.0 is being used, with subnets of 62 hosts each. That commits the final 6 bits to host address in the fourth octet. If you need 16 or fewer areas, you
might allocate 4 a bits for area number, which leaves 6 s bits for subnet. That would be 26
or 64 subnets per area, which is many.
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Example: Bit Splitting for Area 1
This example illustrates how the bit-splitting approach would support the addresses in
OSPF area 1. Writing 1 as four binary bits substitutes 0001 for the a bits. The area 1
addresses would be those with the bit pattern 172.16.0001 ssss.sshh hhhh. This bit pattern in the third octet supports decimal numbers 16 to 31. Addresses in the range
172.16.16.0 to 172.16.31.255 would fall into area 1. If you repeat this logic, area 0 would
have addresses 172.16.0.0 to 172.16.15.255, and area 2 would have addresses 172.16.32.0
to 172.16.47.255.
Subnets would consist of an appropriate third octet value for the area they are in, together with addresses in the range 0 to 63, 64 to 127, 128 to 191, or 192 to 255 in the last
octet. Thus, 172.16.16.0/26, 172.16.16.64/26, 172.16.16.128/26, 172.16.16.192/26, and
172.16.17.0/26 would be the first five subnets in area 1.
One recommendation that preserves good summarization is to take the last subnet in
each area and divide it up for use as /30 or /31 subnets for WAN link addressing.
Few people enjoy working in binary. Free or inexpensive subnet calculator tools can help.
For those with skill writing Microsoft Excel spreadsheet formulas, you can install Excel
Toolkit functions to help with decimal-to-binary or decimal-to-hexadecimal conversion.
Then, build a spreadsheet that lists all area blocks, subnets, and address assignments.

IPv6 Address Planning
Because the IPv6 address space is much larger than the IPv4 address space, addressing
plans for IPv6 are in many ways simpler to create. Subnetting an IPv4 address range is
always a balancing act between getting the right number of subnets, the right number of
hosts per subnet, and grouping subnets in such a way that they are easily summarizable,
while also leaving room for future growth. With IPv6, creating an address plan is more
straightforward.
It is strongly recommended that all IPv6 subnets use a /64 prefix. With 264 hosts per subnet, a /64 prefix allows more hosts on each single subnet than a single broadcast domain
could physically support. There is some concern that using /64 prefixes for every link,
even point-to-point and loopback interfaces, unnecessarily wastes large chunks of IPv6
address space. For this reason, some organizations prefer to use /126 prefixes for pointto-point links and /128 prefixes for loopback interfaces.
Note When using /126 prefixes, avoid overlap with router anycast and embedded RP
addresses. Another consideration in the implementation of prefix lengths that are longer
than /64 is that it could cause incompatibilities with future capabilities that assume a /64
prefix length for each subnet.

Using a /64 prefix for any subnet that contains end hosts removes any considerations
about the number of hosts per subnet from the addressing plan. The second consideration
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in IPv4 addressing plans is to determine the right number of subnets for each site. For
IPv6, this consideration is much less problematic. Local Internet Registries (LIR) commonly assign a /48 prefix from their assigned address blocks to each customer site. With
64 bits being used for the host part of the address, this leaves 128 – 64 – 48 = 16 bits to
number the subnets within the site. This translates to 216 = 65,536 possible subnets per
site, which should be sufficient for all but the largest sites. If a single /48 prefix is insufficient, additional /48 prefixes can be obtained from the LIR.
Effectively, the 16 bits that are available for subnet allocation can be used freely to implement summarizable address plans or role-based addressing.
Note For easy configuration and renumbering, the ipv6 general-prefix command can be
used to define a base prefix in the configuration, such as the /48 prefix that is assigned by
the LIR. You can then reference this prefix by name in the interface-level IPv6 address configuration commands.

Bit Splitting for IPv6
The 16 bits that are available for subnetting can be split in many different ways. Like
IPv4, the IPv6 address plan is an integral part of the overall network design and should
be synchronized with other design choices that are made. In an existing network, consider mapping the IPv6 address scheme to known numbers, such as VLANs or IPv4 addresses. This mapping eases network management and troubleshooting tasks, because network
operators can relate the structure of the IPv6 addresses to existing address structures.
The following are examples of IPv6 addressing schemes that split the 16 subnet bits in
different ways to support different design requirements:
■

Split by area: If the site is split into areas, such as OSPF areas, the address structure
should reflect this to support summarization between the areas. For example, the first
4 of the 16 bits could be used to represent the area, while the VLAN is coded into
the last 12 bits. This scheme can support 24= 16 areas and 212 = 4096 subnets per
area. A small range of VLAN numbers should be set aside to support point-to-point
links and loopback interfaces within the area.

■

IPv4 mapping: If the current IPv4 address structure is based on network 10.0.0.0/8
and all subnets are using /24 or shorter prefixes, the middle 16 bits in the IPv4
address can be mapped to the IPv6 address. For example, if a subnet has IPv4 prefix
10.123.10.0/24, the middle two octets 123.10 can be converted to hexadecimal: 123 =
0x7B and 10 = 0x0A. If the LIR-assigned prefix is 2001:0DB8:1234::/48, appending
the 16 bits that are derived from the IPv4 address yields 2001:0DB8:1234:7B0A::/64
as the IPv6 prefix for the subnet. This method is convenient because it establishes a
one-to-one mapping between the well known IPv4 addresses and the new IPv6
addresses. However, to use this method, the IPv4 address scheme needs to meet certain conditions, such as not using more than 16 bits for subnetting.
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■

Role-based addressing: For easier access list and firewall rule definition, it can be
useful to code roles (for example, voice, office data, and guest users) into the address
scheme. For example, the first 4 bits could be used to represent the role, the next 4
bits to represent the area, and the final 8 bits to represent the VLAN. This results in
24 = 16 different roles that can be defined, 24 = 16 areas within the site, and 28 = 256
VLANs per area and per role. Using the first 4 bits for area makes it extremely easy to
configure access lists or firewall rules, because all subnets for a specific role fall
within a /52 address block. Summarization is slightly less efficient than in a scheme
that is purely based on areas. Instead of one summarized address block per area, there
is now a summarized block per role.

The methods that are shown here are just examples. When creating an address plan as
part of a network design, carefully consider other address or network elements to define
an address plan that matches and supports these elements.
Note For further information about IPv6 address planning, see RFC 5375, IPv6 Unicast
Address Assignment Considerations.

Addressing for VPN Clients
Focusing some attention on IP addressing for VPN clients can also provide benefits. As
role-based security is deployed, there is a need for different groupings of VPN clients.
These might correspond to administrators, employees, different groups of contractors or
consultants, external support organizations, guests, and so on. You can use different
VPN groups for different VPN client pools.
Role-based access can be controlled via the group password mechanism for the Cisco
VPN client. Each group can be assigned VPN endpoint addresses from a different pool.
Traffic from the user PC has a VPN endpoint address as its source address.
The different subnets or blocks of VPN endpoint addresses can then be used in ACLs to
control access across the network to resources, as discussed earlier for NAC roles. If the
pools are subnets of a summary address block, routing traffic back to clients can be done
in a simple way.

NAT in the Enterprise
NAT is a powerful tool for working with IP addresses. It has the potential for being very
useful in the enterprise to allow private internal addressing to map to publicly assigned
addresses at the Internet connection point. However, if it is overused, it can be harmful.
NAT and Port Address Translation (PAT) are common tools for firewalls. A common
approach to supporting content load-balancing devices is to perform destination NAT. A
recommended approach to supporting content load-balancing devices is to perform
source NAT. As long as NAT is done in a controlled, disciplined fashion, it can be useful.
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Avoid using internal NAT or PAT to map private-to-private addresses internally. Internal
NAT can make network troubleshooting confusing and difficult. For example, it would
be difficult to determine which network 10 in an organization a user is currently connected to.
Internal NAT or PAT is sometimes required for interconnection of networks after a corporate merger or acquisition. Many organizations are now using network 10.0.0.0 internally,
resulting in a “two network 10.0.0.0” problem after a merger. This is a severely suboptimal
situation and can make troubleshooting and documentation very difficult. Re-addressing
should be planned as soon as possible. It is also a recommended practice to isolate any
servers reached through content devices using source NAT or destination NAT. These
servers are typically isolated because the packets with NAT addresses are not useful elsewhere in the network. NAT can also be utilized in the data center to support small out-ofband (OOB) management VLANs on devices that cannot route or define a default gateway for the management VLAN, thereby avoiding one management VLAN that spans the
entire data center.

NAT with External Partners
NAT also proves useful when a company or organization has more than a couple of external business partners. Some companies exchange dynamic routing information with
external business partners. Exchanges require trust. The drawback to this approach is that
a static route from a partner to your network might somehow get advertised back to you.
This advertisement, if accepted, can result in part of your network becoming unreachable.
One way to control this situation is to implement two-way filtering of routes to partners:
Advertise only subnets that the partner needs to reach, and only accept routes to subnets
or prefixes that your staff or servers need to reach at the partner.
Some organizations prefer to use static routing to reach partners in a tightly controlled
way. The next hop is sometimes a virtual Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) or Gateway
Load Balancing Protocol (GLBP) address on a pair of routers controlled by the partner.
When the partner is huge, such as a large bank, static routing is too labor intensive.
Importing thousands of external routes into the internal routing protocol for each of several large partners causes the routing table to become bloated.
Another approach is to terminate all routing from a partner at an edge router, preferably
receiving only summary routes from the partner. NAT can then be used to change all
partner addresses on traffic into a range of locally assigned addresses. Different NAT
blocks are used for different partners. This approach converts a wide range of partner
addresses into a tightly controlled set of addresses and simplifies troubleshooting. It can
also avoid potential issues when multiple organizations are using the 10.0.0.0/8 network.
If the NAT blocks are chosen out of a larger block that can be summarized, a redistributed static route for the larger block easily makes all partners reachable on the enterprise network. Internal routing then have one route that in effect says “this way to partner networks.”
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A partner block approach to NAT supports faster internal routing convergence by keeping
partner subnets out of the enterprise routing table.
A disadvantage to this approach is that it is more difficult to trace the source of IP packets. However, if it is required, you can backtrack and get the source information through
the NAT table.

Design Considerations for IPv6 in Campus Networks
This section discusses the three different IPv6 deployment models that can be used in
the enterprise campus.

IPv6 Campus Design Considerations
As mentioned earlier, three major deployment models can be used to implement IPv6
support in the enterprise campus environment: the dual-stack model, the hybrid model,
and the service block model. The choice of deployment model strongly depends on
whether IPv6 switching in hardware is supported in the different areas of the network.
Dual stack is the preferred, most versatile, and highest-performance way to deploy IPv6
in existing IPv4 environments. IPv6 can be enabled wherever IPv4 is commissioned along
with the associated features that are required to make IPv6 routable, highly available, and
secure. In some cases, IPv6 may not be enabled on a specific interface or device because
of the presence of legacy applications or hosts for which IPv6 is not supported.
Inversely, IPv6 may be enabled on interfaces and devices for which IPv4 support is no
longer necessary.
A key requirement for the deployment of the dual-stack model is that IPv6 switching
must be performed in hardware on all switches in the campus. If some areas of the campus network do not support IPv6 switching in hardware, tunneling mechanisms are leveraged to integrate these areas into the IPv6 network. The hybrid model combines a dualstack approach for IPv6-capable areas of the network with tunneling mechanisms such as
Intra-Site Automatic Tunnel Addressing Protocol (ISATAP) and manual IPv6 tunnels
where needed.
The hybrid model adapts as much as possible to the characteristics of the existing network infrastructure. Transition mechanisms are selected based on multiple criteria, such
as IPv6 hardware capabilities of the network elements, number of hosts, types of applications, location of IPv6 services, and network infrastructure feature support for various
transition mechanisms.
The service block model uses a different approach to IPv6 deployment. It centralizes
IPv6 as a service, similar to how other services such as voice or guest access can be provided at a central location. The service block model is unique in that it can be deployed
as an overlay network without any impact to the existing IPv4 network, and it is completely centralized. This overlay network can be implemented rapidly while allowing for
high availability of IPv6 services, QoS capabilities, and restriction of access to IPv6
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resources with little or no changes to the existing IPv4 network. As the existing campus
network becomes IPv6-capable, the service block model can become decentralized.
Connections into the service block are changed from tunnels (ISATAP or manually configured) to dual-stack connections. When all the campus layers are dual-stack capable,
the service block can be dismantled and repurposed for other uses.
These three models are not exclusive. Elements from each of these models can be combined to support specific network requirements.
Ultimately, a dual-stack deployment is preferred. The hybrid and service block models are
transitory solutions. The models can be leveraged to migrate to a dual stack design in a
graceful manner, without a need for forced hardware upgrades throughout the entire
campus. From an address-planning standpoint, this means that the IPv6 address plan
should be designed to support a complete dual-stack design in the future.

Dual-Stack Model
The dual-stack model deploys IPv4 and IPv6 in parallel without any tunneling or translation between the two protocols. IPv6 is enabled in the access, distribution, and core layers of the campus network. This model makes IPv6 simple to deploy, and is very scalable.
No dependencies exist between the IPv4 and IPv6 design, which results in easier implementation and troubleshooting.
Deploying IPv6 in the campus using the dual-stack model offers several advantages over
the hybrid and service block models. The primary advantage of the dual-stack model is
that it does not require tunneling within the campus network. The dual-stack model runs
the two protocols as “ships in the night,” meaning that IPv4 and IPv6 run alongside one
another and have no dependency on each other to function except that they share network resources. Both IPv4 and IPv6 have independent routing, high availability, QoS,
security, and multicast policies. The dual-stack model also offers processing performance
advantages, because packets are natively forwarded without having to account for additional encapsulation and lookup overhead.
These advantages make the dual-stack model the preferred deployment model. The stack
model requires all switches in the campus to support IPv6 forwarding.

Hybrid Model
The hybrid model strategy is to employ two or more independent transition mechanisms
with the same deployment design goals. Flexibility is the key aspect of the hybrid
approach. Any combination of transition mechanisms can be leveraged to best fit a given
network environment. The hybrid model uses dual stack in all areas of the network where
the equipment supports IPv6. Tunneling mechanisms are deployed for areas that do not
currently support IPv6 in hardware. These areas can be transitioned to dual stack as hardware is upgraded later.
Various tunneling mechanisms and deployment scenarios can be part of a hybrid model
deployment. This section highlights two common scenarios.
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The first scenario that may require the use of a hybrid model is when the campus core is
not enabled for IPv6. Common reasons why the core layer might not be enabled for IPv6
are either that the core layer does not have hardware-based IPv6 support at all, or has
limited IPv6 support but with low performance.
In this scenario, manually configured tunnels are used exclusively from the distribution
to aggregation layers. Two tunnels from each switch are used for redundancy and load
balancing. From an IPv6 perspective, the tunnels can be viewed as virtual links between
the distribution and aggregation layer switches. On the tunnels, routing and IPv6 multicast are configured in the same manner as with a dual-stack configuration.
The scalability of this model is limited, and a dual-stack model is preferred. However, this
is a good model to use if the campus core is being upgraded or has plans to be upgraded,
and access to IPv6 services is required before the completion of the core upgrade.
The second scenario focuses on the situation where hosts that are located in the campus
access layer need to use IPv6 services, but the distribution layer is not IPv6 capable or
enabled. The distribution layer switch is most commonly the first Layer 3 gateway for the
access layer devices. If IPv6 capabilities are not present in the existing distribution layer
switches, the hosts cannot gain access to IPv6 addressing router information (stateless
autoconfiguration or Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol [DHCP] for IPv6), and then
cannot access the rest of the IPv6-enabled network.
In this scenario, tunneling can be used on the IPv6-enabled hosts to provide access to
IPv6 services that are located beyond the distribution layer. For example, the ISATAP
tunneling mechanisms on the hosts in the access layer to provide IPv6 addressing and offlink routing. The Microsoft Windows XP and Vista hosts in the access layer must have
IPv6 enabled and either a static ISATAP router definition or Domain Name System (DNS)
A record entry that is configured for the ISATAP router address.
Using the ISATAP IPv4 address, the hosts establish tunnels to the IPv6-enabled core
routers, obtain IPv6 addresses, and tunnel IPv6 traffic across the IPv4 distribution
switches to the IPv6 enabled part of the network.
Terminating ISATAP tunnels in the core layer makes the layer appear as an access layer to
the IPv6 traffic, which may be undesirable from a high-level design perspective. To avoid
the blending of core and access layer functions, the ISATAP can be terminated on a different set of switches, such as the data center aggregation switches.
The main reason to choose the hybrid deployment model is to deploy IPv6 without having to go through an immediate hardware upgrade for parts of the network. It allows
switches that have not reached the end of their normal life cycle to remain deployed and
avoids the added cost that is associated with upgrading equipment before its time with
the sole purpose of enabling IPv6.
Some drawbacks apply to the hybrid model. The use of ISATAP tunnels is not compatible
with IPv6 multicast. Therefore, any access or distribution layer blocks that require the use
of IPv6 multicast applications should be deployed using the dual-stack model. Manual
tunnels support IPv6 multicast and can still be used to carry IPv6 across an IPv4 core.
Another drawback of the hybrid model is the added complexity that is associated with
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tunneling. Considerations that must be accounted for include performance, management,
security, scalability, and availability.

Service Block Model
The service block model has several similarities to the hybrid model. The underlying IPv4
network is used as the foundation for the overlay IPv6 network that is being deployed.
ISATAP provides access to hosts in the access layer. Manually configured tunnels are utilized from the data center aggregation layer to provide IPv6 access to the applications
and services that are located in the data center access layer. IPv4 routing is configured
between the core layer and service block switches to allow visibility to the service block
switches for terminating IPv6-in-IPv4 tunnels.
The biggest difference with the hybrid model is that the service block model centralizes
IPv6 connectivity through a separate redundant pair of switches. The service block
deployment model is based on a redundant pair of Cisco Catalyst 6500 series switches
with a Cisco Supervisor Engine 32 or Supervisor Engine 720 card. The key to maintaining
a highly scalable and redundant configuration in the service block is to ensure that a highperformance switch, supervisor, and modules are used to manage the load of the ISATAP,
manually configured tunnels, and dual-stack connections for an entire campus network.
Note As the number of tunnels and required throughput increases, it might be necessary
to distribute the load across an additional pair of switches in the service block.

The biggest benefit of this model compared with the hybrid model is that the centralized
approach enables you to pace the IPv6 deployment in a very controlled manner.
In essence, the service block model provides control over the pace of IPv6 service introduction by leveraging the following:
■

Per-user or per-VLAN tunnels, or both, can be configured via ISATAP to control the
flow of connections and allow for the measurement of IPv6 traffic use.

■

Access on a per-server or per-application basis can be controlled via access lists and
routing policies that are implemented on the service block switches. This level of
control allows for access to one, a few, or even many IPv6-enabled services, while all
other services remain on IPv4 until those services can be upgraded or replaced. This
enables a “per-service” deployment of IPv6.

■

The use of separate dual redundant switches in the service block allows for high
availability of ISATAP and manually configured tunnels as well as all dual-stack
connections.

■

Flexible options allow hosts access to the IPv6-enabled ISP connections, either by
allowing a segregated IPv6 connection that is used only for IPv6-based Internet traffic or by providing links to the existing Internet edge connections that have both
IPv4 and IPv6 ISP connections.
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■

Implementation of the service block model does not disrupt the existing network infrastructure and services. Because of its similarity to the hybrid model, the service
block model suffers from the same drawbacks that are associated with the use of tunneling. In addition to those drawbacks, there is the cost that is associated with the
service block switches.

Note For a detailed discussion of the three IPv6 deployment models, implementation
guidelines, and examples, see the Deploying IPv6 in Campus Networks document at
www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/solutions/Enterprise/Campus/CampIPv6.html.

Designing Advanced Routing
This section discusses elements of advanced routing solution design using route summarization and default routing. It also discusses utilizing route filtering and redistribution in
advanced routing designs. The discussion in this section
■

Describes why route summarization and default routing should be used in a routing design

■

Describes why route filtering should be used in a routing design

■

Describes why redistribution should be used in a routing design

Route Summarization and Default Routing
Route summarization procedures condense routing information. Without summarization,
each router in a network must retain a route to every subnet in the network. With summarization, routers can reduce some sets of routes to a single advertisement, reducing
both the load on the router and the perceived complexity of the network. The importance of route summarization increases with network size, as shown in Figure 3-1.

172.16.8.0/24
172.16.9.0/24
172.16.10.0/24
172.16.11.0/24
172.16.12.0/24
172.16.13.0/24
172.16.14.0/24
172.16.15.0/24

172.16.8.0/21

Figure 3-1 Route Summarization
Medium-to-large networks often require the use of more routing protocol features than a
small network. The larger the network, the more important it is to have a careful design
with attention to properly scaling the routing protocol. Stability, control, predictability,
and security of routing are also important. Converged networks are increasingly used to
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support voice, IP telephony, storage, and other drop-sensitive traffic, and so networks
must be designed for fast routing convergence.
Route summarization is one key network design element for supporting manageable and
fast-converging routing. The Implementing Cisco IP Routing (ROUTE) course covers the
configuration of route summarization and its benefits for routing and troubleshooting.
The design recommendations for summarizations are straightforward and include
■

Using route summarization to scale routing designs.

■

Designing addressing by using address blocks that can be summarized.

■

Using default routing whenever possible. Route summarization is the ultimate route
summarization, where all other routes are summarized in the default.

Originating Default Routes
The concept of originating default routes is useful for summarization in routing. Most
networks use some form of default routing. It is wise to have the default route (0.0.0.0 /0)
advertised dynamically into the rest of the network by the router or routers that connect
to Internet service providers (ISP). This route advertises the path to any route not found;
more specifically in the routing table, as shown in Figure 3-2.

Internet
Provider 1

0.0.0.0/0

Enterprise

0.0.0.0/0

Internet
Provider 2

Figure 3-2 Originating
Default Routes
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It is generally a bad idea to configure a static default route on every router, even if recursive routing is used. In recursive routing, for any route in the routing table whose nexthop IP address is not a directly connected interface of the router, the routing algorithm
looks recursively into the routing table until it finds a directly connected interface to
which it can forward the packets. If you configure a static default route on every router to
the ISP router, the next hop is the ISP-connected router rather than a directly connected
peer router. This approach can lead to black holes in the network if there is not a path to
the ISP-connected router. This approach also needs to be reconfigured on every router if
the exit point changes or if a second ISP connection is added.
If manually configured next hops are used, more configuration commands are needed.
This approach can also lead to routing loops and is hard to change. If there are alternative
paths, this static approach might fail to take advantage of them.
The recommended alternative is to configure each ISP-connected router with a static
default route and redistribute it into the dynamic routing protocol. Static default route
configuration needs to be done only at the network edge devices. All other routers pick
up the route dynamically, and traffic out of the enterprise uses the closest exit. If the
ISP-connected router loses connectivity to the ISP or fails, the default route is no longer
advertised in the organization.
You might need to use the default-information originate command, with options, to
redistribute the default route into the dynamic routing protocol.
Note The actual syntax of the command to inject a default route into an Interior
Gateway Protocol (IGP) depends on the IGP being used. The command in the text works
for RIP, OSPF, Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System (IS-IS), and BGP. For EIGRP,
the ip default-network command is used. See the Cisco IP Command Reference for more
in-depth study.

Stub Areas and Default Route
Explicit route summarization is not the only way to achieve the benefits of summarization. The various kinds of OSPF stub areas can be thought of as a simpler form of summarization. The point of using OSPF stub areas, totally stubby areas, and not-so-stubby
areas (NSSA) is to reduce the amount of routing information advertised into an area. The
information that is suppressed is replaced by the default route 0.0.0.0/0 (IPv4) or ::/0 (IPv6)
OSPF cannot filter prefixes within an area. It only filters routes as they are passed
between areas at an Area Border Router (ABR).
OSPF stub areas do not work to IP Security (IPsec) virtual private network (VPN) sites
such as with generic routing encapsulation (GRE) over IPsec tunnels. For IPsec VPN
remote sites, the 0/0 route must point to the ISP, so stub areas cannot be used. An alternative to the default route is to advertise a summary route for the organization as a “corporate default” route and filter unnecessary prefixes at the ABR. Because OSPF cannot
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filter routes within an area, there still will be within-area flooding of link-state advertisements (LSA).
You can use this approach with the EIGRP, too. The ip default-network network-number
command is used to configure the last-resort gateway or default route. A router configured with this command considers the network listed in the command as the candidate
route for computing the gateway of last resort. This network must be in the routing table
either as a static route or an IGP route before the router will announce the network as a
candidate default route to other EIGRP routers. The network must be an EIGRP-derived
network in the routing table or be generated by a static route that has been redistributed
into EIGRP.
EIGRP networks typically configure the default route at ISP connection points. Filters
can then be used so that only the default and any other critical prefixes are sent to
remote sites. In many WAN designs with central Internet access, HQ just needs to advertise default to branch offices, in effect “this way to the rest of the network and to the
Internet.” If the offices have direct Internet access, a corporate summary can work similarly, “this way to the rest of the company.”
In a site-to-site IPsec VPN network, it can be useful to also advertise a corporate summary route or corporate default route (which might be 10.0.0.0 /8) to remote sites. The
advantage of doing so is that all other corporate prefixes need not be advertised to the
IPsec VPN site. Even if the IPsec network uses two or three hub sites, dynamic failover
occurs based on the corporate default. For the corporate default advertisement to work
properly under failure conditions, all the site-specific prefixes need to be advertised
between the hub sites.
Filtering the unnecessary routes out can save on the bandwidth and router CPU that is
expended to provide routing information to remote sites. This increases the stability and
efficiency of the network. Removing the clutter from routing tables also makes troubleshooting more effective and speeds convergence.

Route Filtering in the Network Design
This section discusses the appropriate use of route filtering in network design. Route filtering can be used to manage traffic flows in the network, avoid inappropriate transit
traffic through remote nodes, and provide a defense against inaccurate or inappropriate
routing updates. You can use different techniques to apply route filtering in various routing protocols.

Inappropriate Transit Traffic
Transit traffic is external traffic passing through a network or site, as shown in Figure 3-3.
With poorly configured topology, poorly configured filtering, or poorly configured summarization, a part of the network can be used suboptimally for transit traffic.
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Figure 3-3 Avoid Inappropriate
Transit Traffic
Remote sites generally are connected with lower bandwidth than is present in the network core. Remote sites are rarely desirable as transit networks to forward network from
one place to another. Remote sites typically cannot handle the traffic volume needed to
be a viable routing alternative to the core network. In general, when core connectivity
fails, routing should not detour via a remote site.
In OSPF, there is little control over intra-area traffic. LSAs cannot be filtered within an area.
OSPF does not allow traffic to arbitrarily route into and then out of an area. The exception
is area 0, which can be used for transit when another area becomes discontiguous.
With EIGRP, it can be desirable to configure EIGRP stub networks. This informs central
routers that they should not use a remote site as a transit network. In addition, the use of
stub networks damps unnecessary EIGRP queries, speeding network convergence.
Filtering can help manage which parts of the network are available for transit in an
EIGRP network.
With BGP, the most common concern about transit traffic is when a site has two Internet
connections. If there is no filtering, the connections advertise routes. This advertisement
can put the site at risk of becoming a transit network. This should not be a problem with
two connections to the same ISP, because the autonomous system number is present in
the BGP autonomous system path. Based on the autonomous system path, the ISP router
ignores any routes advertised from the ISP to the site and then back to the ISP.
When two ISPs are involved, the site might inadvertently become a transit site. The best
approach is to filter routes advertised outbound to the ISPs and ensure that only the company or site prefixes are advertised outward. Tagging routes with a BGP community is an
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easy way to do this. All inbound routes received from the ISP should be filtered, too, so
that you accept only the routes the ISP should be sending you.

Defensive Filtering
Route filtering can also be used defensively against inaccurate or inappropriate routing
traffic. This is illustrated in Figure 3-4.

What to Avoid:
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Figure 3-4 Defensive Filtering
One common problem some organizations experience is that they inherit inappropriate
routes from another organization, such as a business partner. Your business partner
should not be advertising your routing prefixes back to your network. Those destinations
are not reached through the partner, unless you have a very odd network design. The
default route should not be reached via the partner, unless the partner is providing your
network with Internet connectivity.
Inappropriate partner advertisements can disrupt routing without filtering. For example, a
partner may define a static route to your data center. If this route leaks into your routing
process, a portion of your network might think that the data center has moved to a location behind the router of the partner.
Defensive filtering protects the network from disruptions due to incorrect advertisements
of others. You configure which routing updates your routers should accept from the partner and which routing updates should be ignored. For example, you would not accept
routing updates about how to get to your own prefixes or about default routing.
For security reasons, you should advertise to a partner only the prefixes that you want
them to be able to reach. This provides the partner with minimum information about your
network and is part of a layered security approach. It also ensures that if there is an accidental leak of another partner’s routes or static routes into the dynamic routing process,
the inappropriate information does not also leak to others.
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The approach of blocking route advertisements is also called route hiding or route starvation. Traffic cannot get to the hidden subnets from the partner unless a summary route is
also present. Packet-filtering ACLs should also be used to supplement security by route
starvation.

Designing Redistribution
Redistribution is a powerful tool for manipulating and managing routing updates, particularly when two routing protocols are present in a network. This is shown in Figure 3-5.

What to Avoid:
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Figure 3-5 Designing Redistribution
In some situations, routing redistribution is useful and even necessary. These include
migration between routing protocols, corporate mergers, reorganization, and support for
devices that speak only RIP or OSPF.
However, redistribution should be used with planning and some degree of caution. It is
easy to create routing loops with redistribution. This is particularly true when there are
multiple redistribution points, sometimes coupled with static routes, inconsistent routing
summaries, or route filters.
Experience teaches that it is much better to have distinct pockets of routing protocols
and redistribute than to have a random mix of routers and routing protocols with ad hoc
redistribution. Therefore, running corporate EIGRP with redistribution into RIP or OSPF
for a region that has routers from other vendors is viable, with due care. On the other
hand, freely intermixing OSPF-speaking routers with EIGRP routers in ad hoc fashion is
just asking for major problems.
When more than one interconnection point exists between two regions using different
routing protocols, bidirectional redistribution is commonly considered. When running
OSPF and EIGRP in two regions, it is attractive to redistribute OSPF into EIGRP, and
EIGRP into OSPF.
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Filtered Redistribution
When you use bidirectional redistribution, you should prevent re-advertising information
back into the routing protocol region or autonomous system that it originally came from.
This is illustrated in Figure 3-6.

Tag advertised routes
from OSPF at A and B.

OSPF

A

B

EIGRP

At A and B, ignore
routes received from
EIGRP that have tags.

Figure 3-6 Filtered Redistribution
For example, filters should be used so that OSPF information that was redistributed into
EIGRP does not get re-advertised into OSPF. You also need to prevent information that
came from EIGRP into OSPF from being re-advertised back into the EIGRP part of the
network. This is sometimes called a manual split horizon. Split horizon is a routing protocol feature. The idea behind it is that it is counterproductive to advertise information
back to the source of that information, because the information may be out of date or
incorrect, and because the source of the information is presumed to be better informed.
If you do not do this filtering or use a manual split horizon, you will probably see strange
convergence after an outage, you will probably see routing loops, and in general, you will
experience routing problems and instability.
Both EIGRP and OSPF support the tagging of routes. A route map can be used to add
the numeric tag to specific prefixes. The tag information is then passed along in routing
updates. Another router may then filter out routes that match, or do not match, the tag.
This is done using a route map in a distribution list.
One typical use of tags is with redistribution. In Figure 3-6, routers A and B can apply
tags to routes from IGP X when they are advertised outbound into IGP Y. This in effect
marks them as routes from IGP X. When routers A and B receive routes from Y, they
would then filter out routes marked as from X when received from IGP Y, because both
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routers learn such routes directly from IGP X. The process of filtering also applies in the
opposite direction.
The point is to get routes in the most direct way, not via an indirect information path that
might be passing along old information.

Migrating Between Routing Protocols
This section discusses two common approaches for migrating between routing protocols.
One approach for migrating between routing protocols is to use administrative distance
(AD) to migrate the routing protocols. Another approach is to use redistribution and a
moving boundary.
Migration by AD does not use redistribution. Instead, two routing protocols are run at
the same time with the same routes. This assumes sufficient memory, CPU, and bandwidth are in place to support this on the routers running two routing protocols.
The first step in migration by AD is to turn on the new protocol, but make sure that it has
a higher AD than the existing routing protocol so it is not preferred. This step enables the
protocol and allows adjacencies or neighbors and routing databases to be checked but
does not actually rely on the new routing protocol for routing decisions.
When the new protocol is fully deployed, various checks can be done with show commands to confirm proper deployment. Then, the cutover takes place. In cutover, the AD is
shifted for one of the two protocols so that the new routing protocol will now have a
lower AD.
Final steps in this process include the following:
■

Check for any prefixes learned only via the old protocol.

■

Check for any strange next hops (perhaps using some form of automated comparison).

With migration by redistribution, the migration is staged as a series of smaller steps. In
each step, part of the network is converted from the old to the new routing protocol. In a
big network, the AD approach might be used to support this conversion. In a smaller network, an overnight cutover or simpler approach might suffice.
To provide full connectivity during migration by redistribution, the boundary routers
between the two parts of the network would have to bidirectionally redistribute between
protocols. Filtering via tags would be one relatively simple way to manage this. The
boundary routers move as more of the region is migrated.

Designing Scalable EIGRP Designs
This section focuses on designing advanced routing solutions using Enhanced Interior
Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP). It describes how to scale EIGRP designs and how to
use multiple EIGRP autonomous systems in a large network.
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Scaling EIGRP Designs
EIGRP is tolerant of arbitrary topologies for small and medium networks. This is both a
strength and a weakness. It is useful to be able to deploy EIGRP without restructuring
the network. As the scale of the network increases, however, the risk of instability or long
convergence times becomes greater. For example, if a network has reached the point
where it includes 500 routers, EIGRP may stop working well without a structured hierarchy. As the size of the network increases, more stringent design is needed for EIGRP to
work well.
Note This mechanism contrasts with OSPF, where structured design is imposed at an
early stage. The counterpart to using EIGRP with an arbitrary topology would be an OSPF
design that puts everything into OSPF area 0. That also may work for small-to-medium networks, up to around 200 or 300 OSPF routers.

To scale EIGRP, it is a good idea to use a structured hierarchical topology with route
summarization.
One of the biggest stability and convergence issues with EIGRP is the propagation of
EIGRP queries. When EIGRP does not have a feasible successor, it sends queries to its
neighbors. The query tells the neighbor, “I do not have a route to this destination any
more; do not route through me. Let me know if you hear of a viable alternative route.”
The router has to wait for replies to all the queries it sends. Queries can flood through
many routers in a portion of the network and increase convergence time. Summarization
points and filtered routes limit EIGRP query propagation and minimize convergence time.
Feasible distance is the best metric along a path to a destination network, including the
metric to the neighbor advertising that path. Reported distance is the total metric along a
path to a destination network as advertised by an upstream neighbor. A feasible successor is a path whose reported distance is less than the feasible distance (current best path).

EIGRP Fast Convergence
Customers have been using EIGRP to achieve subsecond convergence for years. Lab testing by Cisco has shown that the key factor for EIGRP convergence is the presence or
absence of a feasible successor. When there is no feasible successor, EIGRP uses queries
to EIGRP peers and has to wait for responses. This slows convergence.
Proper network design is required for EIGRP to achieve fast convergence. Summarization
helps limit the scope of EIGRP queries, indirectly speeding convergence. Summarization
also shrinks the number of entries in the routing table, which speeds up various CPU
operations. The effect of CPU operation on convergence is much less significant than the
presence or absence of a feasible successor. A recommended way to ensure that a feasible
successor is present is to use equal-cost routing.
EIGRP metrics can be tuned using the delay parameter. However, adjusting the delay on
links consistently and tuning variance are next to impossible to do well at any scale.
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In general, it is unwise to have a large number of EIGRP peers. Under worst-case conditions, router CPU or other limiting factors might delay routing protocol convergence. A
somewhat conservative design is best to avoid nasty surprises.

EIGRP Fast-Convergence Metrics
This section discusses EIGRP fast-convergence metrics. Cisco tested convergence of various routing protocols in the lab, as shown in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7 EIGRP Fast Convergence
EIGRP convergence time increases as more routes need to be processed. However, there
is a much bigger impact for networks without EIGRP feasible successors than for networks with no feasible successors.
With a feasible successor present, EIGRP converges in times ranging from about 1/10
second for 1000 routes to about 1.2 seconds for 10,000 routes. Without the feasible successor, convergence times increased to 1/2 to 1 second for 1000 routes and to about 6
seconds for 10,000 routes.
Subsecond timers are not available for EIGRP. One reason is that the hello timer is not the
most significant factor in EIGRP convergence time. Another is that experimentation suggests that setting the EIGRP timer below two seconds can lead to instability. The recommended EIGRP minimum timer settings are two seconds for hellos and six seconds for
the dead timer. Subsecond settings are not an option.
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Scaling EIGRP with Multiple Autonomous Systems
Implementing multiple EIGRP autonomous systems is sometimes used as a scaling technique. The usual rationale is to reduce the volume of EIGRP queries by limiting them to
one EIGRP autonomous system. However, there can be issues with multiple EIGRP
autonomous systems, as shown in Figure 3-8.

AS 100

A

B

AS 200

C
RIP

Figure 3-8 Scaling EIGRP with Multiple
Autonomous Systems
One potential issue is with the external route redistribution. In Figure 3-8, a route is
redistributed from RIP into autonomous system 200. Router A redistributes it into
autonomous system 100. Router B hears about the route prefix in advertisements from
both autonomous system 200 and autonomous system 100. The AD is the same because
the route is external to both autonomous systems.
The route that is installed into the EIGRP topology database first gets placed into the
routing table.

Example: External Route Redistribution Issue
If router B selects the route via autonomous system 100, it then routes to the RIP
autonomous system indirectly, rather than directly via autonomous system 200, as illustrated in Figure 3-9.
Router B also advertises the route via autonomous system 100 back into autonomous system 200. Suppose B has a lower redistribution metric than router C does. If that is the
case, A prefers the route learned from B over the route learned from C. In this case, A forwards traffic for this route to B in autonomous system 200, and B forwards traffic back to
A in autonomous system 100. This is a routing loop!
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Figure 3-9 Example: External
Route Redistribution Issue
If two EIGRP processes run and two equal paths are learned, one by each EIGRP
process, both routes do not get installed. The router installs the route that was learned
through the EIGRP process with the lower autonomous system number. In Cisco IOS
Software Releases earlier than 12.2(7)T, the router installed the path with the latest time
stamp received from either of the EIGRP processes. The change in behavior is tracked by
Cisco bug ID CSCdm47037.
The same sort of behavior may be seen with redistribution between two routing protocols, especially for routes learned from the protocol with the lower AD.

Filtering EIGRP Redistribution with Route Tags
Outbound route tags can be used to filter redistribution and support EIGRP scaling with
multiple EIGRP autonomous systems, as shown in Figure 3-10.
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AS 100
tag 100

A
route-map settag permit 10
set tag 100
!
router eigrp 100
redistribute eigrp 200 route-map settag
....
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route-map filtertag deny 10
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!
router eigrp 200
redistribute eigrp 100 route-map filtertag

Figure 3-10 Filtering EIGRP Redistribution with Route Tags
External routes can be configured to carry administrative tags. When the external route
is redistributed into autonomous system 100 at router A or B, it can be tagged. This tag
can then be used to filter the redistribution of the route back into autonomous system
200. This filtering blocks the formation of the loop, because router A will no longer
receive the redistributed routes from router B through autonomous system 200.
In the configuration snippets, when routers A and B redistribute autonomous system 200
routes into autonomous system 100, they tag the routes with tag 100. Any routes tagged
with tag 100 can then be prevented from being redistributed back into autonomous system 200. This successfully prevents a routing loop from forming.

Filtering EIGRP Routing Updates with Inbound Route Tags
You can filter EIGRP routing updates with inbound route tags to support scaling with
multiple EIGRP autonomous systems, as shown in Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-11 Filtering EIGRP Routing Updates with Inbound Route Tags
Filtering outbound tags in the previous example does not prevent router B from learning
the routes from autonomous system 100. Router B could still perform suboptimal routing
by accepting the redistributed route learned from autonomous system 100.
The solution is to use inbound route tag filtering. This technique prevents routers from
learning such routes, in which case they also will not be redistributed or advertised outbound. The Cisco bug fix CSCdt43016 provides support for incoming route filtering
based on route maps. It allows for filtering routes based on any route map condition
before acceptance into the local routing protocol database. This fix works for EIGRP and
OSPF, starting with the Cisco IOS Software Releases 12.2T and 12.0S.
When routes are filtered to prevent router B from learning them, you prevent suboptimal
routing by router B. The syntax shifts from using a route map with a redistribute command to using a route map with an inbound distribute-list command.
Note This example shows how filtering and administrative tags can help prevent routing
loops with redistribution and suboptimal routing.
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Example: Queries with Multiple EIGRP Autonomous Systems
This example looks at the query behavior with multiple EIGRP autonomous systems. This
is illustrated in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-12 Example: Queries with Multiple EIGRP
Autonomous Systems
If router C sends an EIGRP query to router A, router A needs to query its neighbors.
Router A sends a reply to router C, because it has no other neighbors in autonomous system 200. However, router A must also query all of its autonomous system 100 neighbors
for the missing route. These routers may have to query their neighbors.
In this example, the query from router C is answered promptly by router A, but router A
still needs to wait for the response to its query. Having multiple autonomous systems
does not stop queries; it just delays them on the way.
Note The conclusion of this example is that using multiple EIGRP autonomous systems
as an EIGRP query-limiting technique does not work.

What really stops a query is general scaling methods using summarization, distribution
lists, and stubs.

Reasons for Multiple EIGRP Autonomous Systems
There are several valid reasons for having multiple EIGRP autonomous systems, including
the following:
■

Migration strategy after a merger or acquisition: Although this is not a permanent
solution, multiple autonomous systems are appropriate for merging two networks
over time.
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■

Different groups administer the different EIGRP autonomous systems: This scenario adds complexity to the network design, but might be used for different
domains of trust or administrative control.

■

Organizations with very large networks may use multiple EIGRP autonomous systems as a way to divide their networks: Generally, this type of design approach uses
summary routes at autonomous system boundaries to contain summary address
blocks of prefixes in very large networks and to address the EIGRP query propagation issue.

These reasons for using multiple EIGRP autonomous systems can be appropriate, but pay
careful attention to limiting queries.

Designing Scalable OSPF Design
The ability to scale an OSPF internetwork depends on the overall network structure and
addressing scheme. As outlined in the preceding sections about network topology and
route summarization, adopting a hierarchical addressing environment and a structured
address assignment are the most important factors in determining the scalability of your
internetwork. Network scalability is affected by operational and technical considerations.
This section discusses designing advanced routing solutions using OSPF. It describes
how to obtain scale OSPF designs and what factors can influence convergence in OSPF
on a large network. The concepts covered are
■

How to scale OSPF routing to a large network

■

How to obtain fast convergence for OSPF in a routing design

Factors Influencing OSPF Scalability
Scaling is determined by the utilization of three router resources: memory, CPU, and interface bandwidth. The workload that OSPF imposes on a router depends on these factors:
■

Number of adjacent neighbors for any one router: OSPF floods all link-state
changes to all routers in an area. Routers with many neighbors have the most work to
do when link-state changes occur. In general, any one router should have no more
than 60 neighbors.

■

Number of adjacent routers in an area: OSPF uses a CPU-intensive algorithm. The
number of calculations that must be performed given n link-state packets is proportional to n log n. As a result, the larger and more unstable the area, the greater the
likelihood for performance problems associated with routing protocol recalculation.
Generally, an area should have no more than 50 routers. Areas that suffer with unstable links should be smaller.

■

Number of areas supported by any one router: A router must run the link-state
algorithm for each link-state change that occurs for every area in which the router
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resides. Every ABR is in at least two areas (the backbone and one adjacent area). In
general, to maximize stability, one router should not be in more than three areas.
■

Designated router (DR) selection: In general, the DR and backup designated router
(BDR) on a multiaccess link (for example, Ethernet) have the most OSPF work to do.
It is a good idea to select routers that are not already heavily loaded with CPU-intensive activities to be the DR and BDR. In addition, it is generally not a good idea to select the same router to be the DR on many multiaccess links simultaneously.

The first and most important decision when designing an OSPF network is to determine
which routers and links are to be included in the backbone area and which are to be
included in each adjacent area.

Number of Adjacent Neighbors and DRs
One contribution to the OSPF workload on a router is the number of OSPF adjacent
routers that it needs to communicate with.
Each OSPF adjacency represents another router whose resources are expended to support
these activities:
■

Exchanging hellos

■

Synchronizing link-state databases

■

Reliably flooding LSA changes

■

Advertising the router and network LSA

Some design choices can reduce the impact of the OSPF adjacencies. Here are some
recommendations:
■

On LAN media, choose the most powerful routers or the router with the lightest load
as the DR candidates. Set the priority of other routers to zero so they will not be DR
candidates.

■

When there are many branch or remote routers, spread the workload over enough
peers. Practical experience suggests that IPsec VPN peers, for example, running
OSPF over GRE tunnels are less stable than non-VPN peers. Volatility or amount of
change and other workload need to be considered when determining how many peers
a central hub router can support.

Any lab testing needs to consider typical operating conditions. Simultaneous restarts on
all peers or flapping connections to all peers are the worst-case situations for OSPF.

Routing Information in the Area and Domain
The workload also depends on the amount of routing information available within the
area and the OSPF autonomous system. Routing information in OSPF depends on the
number of routers and links to adjacent routers in an area.
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There are techniques and tools to reduce this information. Stub and totally stubby areas
import less information into an area about destinations outside the routing domain or the
area then do normal areas. Therefore, using stub and totally stubby areas further reduces
the workload on an OSPF router.
Interarea routes and costs are advertised into an area by each ABR. Totally stubby areas
keep not only external routes but also this interarea information from having to be flooded into and within an area.
One way to think about Autonomous System Boundary Routers (ASBR) in OSPF is that
each is in effect providing a distance vector-like list of destinations and costs. The more
external prefixes and the more ASBRs there are, the more the workload for Type 5 or 7
LSAs. Stub areas keep all this information from having to be flooded within an area.
The conclusion is that area size and layout design, area types, route types, redistribution,
and summarization all affect the size of the LSA database in an area.

Designing OSPF Areas
Area design can be used to reduce routing information in an area. Area design requires
considering your network topology and addressing. Ideally, the network topology and
addressing should be designed initially with division of areas in mind. Whereas EIGRP
will tolerate more arbitrary network topologies, OSPF requires a cleaner hierarchy with a
more clear backbone and area topology.
Geographic and functional boundaries should be considered in determining OSPF area
placement.
As discussed previously, to improve performance minimize the routing information advertised into and out of areas. Bear in mind that anything in the LSA database must be propagated to all routers within the area. With OSPF, note that all changes to the LSA database need to be propagated; this in turn consumes bandwidth and CPU for links and
routers within the area. Rapid changes or flapping only exacerbate this effect because the
routers have to repeatedly propagate changes. Stub areas, totally stubby areas, and summary routes not only reduce the size of the LSA database, but they also insulate the area
from external changes.
Experience shows that you should be conservative about adding routers to the backbone
area 0. The first time people configure an OSPF design, they end up with almost everything in area 0. Some organizations find that over time, too many routers ended up in area
0. A recommended practice is to put only the essential backbone and ABRs into area 0.
Some general advice about OSPF design is this:
■

Keep it simple.

■

Make nonbackbone areas stub areas (or totally stubby areas).

■

Have the address space compressible.
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Area Size: How Many Routers in an Area?
Cisco experience suggests that the number of adjacent neighbors has more impact than
the total number of routers in the area. In addition, the biggest consideration is the
amount of information that has to be flooded within the area. Therefore, one network
might have, for example, 200 WAN routers with one Fast Ethernet subnet in one area.
Another might have fewer routers and more subnets.
It is a good idea to keep the OSPF router LSAs under the IP maximum transmission unit
(MTU) size. When the MTU is exceeded, the result is IP fragmentation. IP fragmentation
is, at best, a less-efficient way to transmit information and requires extra router processing. A large number of router LSAs also implies that there are many interfaces (and perhaps neighbors). This is an indirect indication that the area may have become too large. If
the MTU size is exceeded, the command ip ospf mtu ignore must be used.
Stability and redundancy are the most important criteria for the backbone. Stability is
increased by keeping the size of the backbone reasonable.
Note As best practice each area, including the backbone, should contain no more than 50
routers.

If link quality is high and the number of routes is small, the number of routers can be
increased. Redundancy is important in the backbone to prevent partition when a link fails.
Good backbones are designed so that no that single link failure can cause a partition.
Current ISP experience and Cisco testing suggest that it is unwise to have more than
about 300 routers in OSPF backbone area 0, depending on all the other complexity factors that have been discussed. As mentioned in the preceding note, 50 or fewer routers is
the most optimal design.
Note This number is intended as an appropriate indication that an OSPF design is unsatisfactory and should be reconsidered, focusing on a smaller area 0.

OSPF Hierarchy
OSPF requires two levels of hierarchy in your network, as shown in Figure 3-13.
Route summarization is extremely desirable for a reliable and scalable OSPF network.
Summarization in OSPF naturally fits at area boundaries, when there is a backbone area 0
and areas off the backbone, with one or a few routers interconnecting the other areas to
area 0. If you want three levels of hierarchy for a large network, BGP can be used to interconnect different OSPF routing domains. With advanced care, two OSPF processes can
be used, although it is not recommended for most networks due to complexity and the
chance of inadvertent adjacencies.
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Figure 3-13 OSPF Hierarchy
One difficult question in OSPF design is whether distribution or core routers should be
ABRs. General design advice is to separate complexity from complexity and put complex
parts of the network into separate areas. A part of the network might be considered complex when it has a lot of routing information, such as a full-mesh, a large hub-and-spoke,
or a highly redundant topology such as a redundant campus or data center.
ABRs provide opportunities to support route summarization or create stub or totally
stubby areas. A structured IP addressing scheme needs to align with the areas for effective route summarization. One of the simplest ways to allocate addresses in OSPF is to
assign a separate network number for each area.
Stub areas cannot distinguish among ABRs for destinations external to the OSPF domain
(redistributed routes). Unless the ABRs are geographically far apart, this should not matter. Totally stubby areas cannot distinguish one ABR from another, in terms of the best
route to destinations outside the area. Unless the ABRs are geographically far apart, this
should not matter.
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Area and Domain Summarization
There are many ways to summarize routes in OSPF. The effectiveness of route summarization mechanisms depends on the addressing scheme. Summarization should be supported into and out of areas at the ABR or ASBR. To minimize route information inserted
into the area, consider the following guidelines when planning your OSPF internetwork:
■

Configure the network addressing scheme so that the range of subnets assigned
within an area is contiguous.

■

Create an address space that will split areas easily as the network grows. If possible,
assign subnets according to simple octet boundaries.

■

Plan ahead for the addition of new routers to the OSPF environment. Ensure that new
routers are inserted appropriately as area, backbone, or border routers.

Figure 3-14 shows some of the ways to summarize routes and otherwise reduce LSA
database size and flooding in OSPF.
– Configure summarization into and out of areas at the ABR or ASBR.
– Minimize reachability information inserted into areas.

Any Area Type

• Area Ranges (OSPF RFC)
• Area Filtering (Cisco)

BGP

Area 0
Area 0
e
Typ

5

• Summary Address Filtering
• Originating Default
Information

Type 5
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• Area Ranges (OSPF RFC)
• Area Filtering (Cisco)
• Summary Address Filtering for NSSA
Routes

Other
Domain

Type 7
NSSA
• Summary Address Filtering
• Originating Default Information

Figure 3-14 Area and Domain Summarization
■

Area ranges per the OSPF RFCs: The ability to inject only a subset of routing information back into area 0. This takes place only an ABR. It consolidates and summarizes routes at an area boundary.
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■

Area filtering: Filters prefixes advertised in type 3 LSAs between areas of an ABR.

■

Summary address filtering Used on an ASBR to filtering on routes injected into
OSPF by redistribution from other protocols.

■

Originating default.

■

Filtering for NSSA routes.

Note OSPF Version 2 (OSPFv2) for IP Version 4 (IPv4) and OSPF Version 3 (OSPFv3) for
IP Version 6 (IPv6) are implemented as two entirely independent protocols. This independence means that theoretically the area structure and ABRs could be entirely different for
each of these protocols. However, from a design standpoint, it is often best to align the
area structure and ABRs for both protocols to reduce operational complexity and ease
troubleshooting. This approach implies that the IPv6 and IPv4 address blocks that are
assigned to the areas should also be aligned to support summarization for both protocols.

OSPF Hub-and-Spoke Design
In an OSPF hub-and-spoke design, any change at one spoke site is passed up the link to
the area hub and is then replicated to each of the other spoke sites. These actions can
place a great burden on the hub router. Change flooding is the chief problem encountered
in these designs.
Stub areas minimize the amount of information within the area. Totally stubby areas are
better than stub areas in this regard. If a spoke site must redistribute routes into OSPF,
make it a NSSA. Keep in mind that totally stubby NSSAs are also possible.
Note A Cisco proprietary extension to stub areas is what is called totally stubby areas.
Cisco indicates this by adding a no-summary keyword to the stub area configuration. A
totally stubby area is one that blocks external routes and summary routes (inter-area
routes) from going into the area. This way, intra-area routes and the default of 0.0.0.0 are the
only routes injected into that area.

Limiting the number of spokes per area reduces the flooding at the hub. However, smaller
areas allow for less summarization into the backbone. Each spoke requires either a separate interface or a subinterface on the hub router.

Number of Areas in an OSPF Hub-and-Spoke Design
For a hub-and-spoke topology, the number of areas and the number of sites per area need
to be determined, as shown in Figure 3-15.
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Figure 3-15 Number of Areas in a Hub-and-Spoke Design
As the number of remote sites goes up, you have to start breaking the network into multiple areas. As already noted, the number of routers per area depends on a couple of factors. If the number of remote sites is low, you can place the hub and its spokes within an
area. If there are multiple remote sites, you can make the hub an ABR and split off the
spokes in one or more areas.
In general, the hub should be an ABR, to allow each area to be summarized into the
other areas.
The backbone area is extremely important in OSPF. The best approach is to design OSPF
to have a small and highly stable area 0. For example, some large Frame Relay or ATM
designs have had an area 0 consisting of just the ABRs, all within a couple of racks.

Issues with Hub-and-Spoke Design
Low-speed links and large numbers of spoke sites are the worst issues for hub-and-spoke
design, as illustrated in Figure 3-16.
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Figure 3-16 Issues with Hub-and-Spoke Design
Low-speed links and large numbers of spokes may require multiple flooding domains or
areas, which you must effectively support. You should balance the number of flooding
domains on the hub against the number of spokes in each flooding domain. The link
speeds and the amount of information being passed through the network determine the
right balance.
Design for these situations must balance
■

The number of areas

■

The router impact of maintaining an LSA database and doing Dijkstra calculations
per area

■

The number of remote routers in each area

In situations with low bandwidth, the lack of bandwidth to flood LSAs when changes are
occurring or OSPF is initializing becomes a driving factor. The number of routers per area
must be strictly limited so that the bandwidth is adequate for LSA flooding under stress
conditions (for example, simultaneous router startup or linkup conditions).
The extreme case of low-bandwidth links might be 9600-bps links. Areas for a network
would consist of, at most, a couple of sites. In this case, another approach to routing
might be appropriate. For example, use static routes from the hub out to the spokes, with
default routes back to the hub. Flooding reduction, as discussed in the “OSPF Flooding
Reduction” section later in this chapter, might help but would not improve bandwidth
usage in a worst-case situation. The recommendation for this type of setting is lab testing
under worst-case conditions to define the bandwidth requirements.
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OSPF Hub-and-Spoke Network Types
When using OSPF for hub-and-spoke networks, over nonbroadcast multiaccess access
(that is, Frame Relay or ATM), you have several choices for the type of network you use.
Figure 3-17 shows the details.

Network Type

Single Interface at the
Hub Treated as an OSPF
Broadcast or NBMA Network

Single Interface at the
Hub Treated as an OSPF
Point-to-Multipoint Network

Advantages

• Single IP Subnet
• Fewer Host Routes
in Routing Table

ip ospf network-type
point-to-multipoint

• Single IP Subnet
• No Configuration Per
Spoke
• Most Natural Solution

Individual Point-to-Point
Interface at the Hub
for Each Spoke
ip ospf network-type
point-to-point

• Can Take Advantage of
End-to-End Signaling for
Down State
• Shorter Hello and Dead
Timer Intervals

Disadvantages
• Manual Configuration
of Each Spoke With the
Correct OSPF Priority for
DR/BDR
• No Reachability Between
Spokes or Labor-Intensive
Layer 2 Configuration
• Additional Host Routes
Inserted in the Routing
Table
• Longer Hello and Dead
Timer Intervals
• Lost IP Address Space
• More Routes in the
Routing Table
• Overhead of Subinterfaces

Recommendation: Point-to-point or point-to-multipoint with hub-and-spoke.

Figure 3-17 OSPF Hub-and-Spoke Network Types
You must use the right combination of network types for OSPF hub and spoke to work
well. Generally, it is wisest to use either the point-to-multipoint OSPF network type at
the hub site or configure the hub site with point-to-point subinterfaces.
Configuring point-to-multipoint is simple. The disadvantage of a point-to-multipoint
design is that additional host routes are added to the routing table, and the default OPSF
hello and dead-timer interval is longer. However, point-to-multipoint implementations simplify configuration as compared to broadcast or nonbroadcast multiaccess (NBMA) implementations and conserve IP address space as compared to point-to-point implementations.
Configuring point-to-point subinterfaces initially takes more work, perhaps on the order
of a few hours. Each subinterface adds a route to the routing table, making this option
about equal to point-to-multipoint in terms of routing table impact. More address space
gets used up, even with /30 or /31 subnetting for the point-to-point links. On the other
hand, after configuration, point-to-point subinterfaces may provide the most stability,
with everything including management working well in this environment.
The broadcast or NBMA network types are best avoided. Although they can be made to
work with some configuration effort, they lead to less stable networks or networks where
certain failure modes have odd consequences.
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OSPF Area Border Connection Behavior
OSPF has strict rules for routing. They sometimes cause nonintuitive traffic patterns.
In Figure 3-18, dual-homed connections in hub-and-spoke networks illustrate a design
challenge in OSPF, where connections are parallel to an area border. Traffic crossing the
backbone must get into an area by the shortest path and then stay in that area.
Summarization

Backbone

A

B

E

D

F

C

Area 1

G

Figure 3-18 OSPF Area Border Connection Behavior
In this example, the link from D to E is in area 0. If the D-to-F link fails, traffic from D to F
goes from D to G to E to F. Because D is an ABR for area 1, the traffic to F is all internal to
area 1 and must remain in area 1. OSPF does not support traffic going from D to E and then
to F because the D-to-E link is in area 0, not in area 1. A similar scenario applies for traffic
from A to F: It must get into area 1 by the shortest path through D and then stay in area 1.
In OSPF, traffic from area 1 to area 1 must stay in area 1 unless area 1 is partitioned, in
which case the backbone area 0 can be used. Traffic from area 1 to area 2 must go from
area 1 to area 0, and then into area 2. It cannot go into and out of any of the areas in
other sequences.
OSPF area border connections must be considered in a thorough OSPF design. One solution to the odd transit situation just discussed is to connect ABRs with physical or virtual links for each area that both ABRs belong to. You can connect the ABRs within each
area by either of two means:
■

Adding a real link between the ABRs inside area 1

■

Adding a virtual link between the ABRs inside area 0
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In general, the recommendation is to avoid virtual links when you have a good alternative.
OSPF virtual links depend on area robustness and therefore are less reliable than a physical link. Virtual links add complexity and fragility; if an area has a problem, the virtual
link through the area has a problem. Also, if you rely too much on virtual links, you can
end up with a maze of virtual links and possibly miss some virtual connections.
If the ABRs are Layer 3 switches or have some form of Ethernet connections, VLANs can
be used to provide connections within each area common to both ABRs. With multiple
logical links, whether physical, subinterfaces, or VLANs between a pair of ABRs, the following options are recommended:
■

Consider making sure that a link exists between the ABRs within each area on
those ABRs.

■

Implement one physical or logical link per area.

Fast Convergence in OSPF
Network convergence is the time that is needed for the network to respond to events. It is
the time that it takes for traffic to be rerouted onto an alternative path when node or link
fails or onto a more optimal path when a new link or node appears. Traffic is not rerouted
until the data plane data structures such as the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) and
adjacency tables of all devices have been adjusted to reflect the new state of the network.
For that to occur, all network devices must go through the following procedure:
1.

Detect the event: Loss or addition of a link or neighbor needs to be detected. This
can be done through a combination of Layer 1, Layer 2, and Layer 3 detection mechanisms, such as carrier detection, routing protocol hello timers, and Bidirectional
Forwarding Detection (BFD).

2.

Propagate the event: Routing protocol update mechanisms are used to forward the
information about the topology change from neighbor to neighbor.

3.

Process the event: The information needs to be entered into the appropriate routing
protocol data structures and the routing algorithm needs to be invoked to calculate
updated best paths for the new topology.

4.

Update forwarding data structures: The results of the routing algorithm calculations
need to be entered into the data plane packet forwarding data structures.

At this point, the network has converged. The rest of this section focuses on the second
and third steps in this procedure, because these are most specific to OSPF and tuning the
associated parameters can greatly improve OSPF convergence times. The first step is
dependent on the type of failure and the combination of Layer 1, Layer 2, and Layer 3
protocols that are deployed. The fourth step is not routing protocol specific, but depends
on the hardware platform and the mechanisms involved in programming the data plane
data structures.
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Tuning OSPF Parameters
By default, OSPF LSA propagation is controlled by three parameters:
■

OSPF_LSA_DELAY_INTERVAL: Controls the length of time that the router should
wait before generating a type 1 router LSA or type 2 network LSA. By default, this
parameter is set at 500 ms.

■

MinLSInterval: Defines the minimum time between distinct originations of any particular LSA. The value of MinLSInterval is set to 5 seconds. This value is defined in
appendix B of RFC 2328.

■

MinLSArrival: The minimum time that must elapse between reception of new LSA
instances during flooding for any particular LSA. LSA instances received at higher
frequencies are discarded. The value of MinLSArrival is set to 1 second. This value is
defined in Appendix B of RFC 2328.

OSPF Exponential Backoff
The default OSPF LSA propagation timers are quite conservative. Lowering the values of
the timers that control OSPF LSA generation can significantly improve OSPF convergence times. However, if the value for the timeout between the generation of successive
iterations of an LSA is a fixed value, lowering the values could also lead to excessive LSA
flooding.
This is why Cisco has implemented an exponential backoff algorithm for LSA generation.
The initial backoff timers are low, but if successive events are generated for the same
LSA, the backoff timers increase. Three configurable timers control the LSA pacing:
■

LSA-Start: The initial delay to generate an LSA. This timer can be set at a very low
value, such as 1 ms or even 0 ms. Setting this timer to a low value helps improve convergence because initial LSAs for new events are sent as quickly as possible.

■

LSA-Hold: The minimum time to elapse before flooding an updated instance of an
LSA. This value is used as an incremental value. Initially, the hold time between successive LSAs is set to be equal to this configured value. Each time a new version of
an LSA is generated the hold time between LSAs is doubled, until the LSA-Max-Wait
value is reached, at which point that value is used until the network stabilizes.

■

LSA-Max-Wait: The maximum time that can elapse before flooding an updated instance of an LSA. Once the exponential backoff algorithm reaches this value, it stops
increasing the hold time and uses the LSA-Max-Wait timer as a fixed interval between
newly generated LSAs.

What the optimal values for these values depends on the network. Tuning the timers too
aggressively could result in excessive CPU load during network reconvergence, especially
when the network is unstable for a period. Lower the values gradually from their defaults
and observe router behavior to determine what the optimal values are for your network.
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When you adjust the OSPF LSA throttling timers, it might be necessary to adjust the
MinLSArrival timer. Any LSAs that are received at a higher frequency than the value of
this timer are discarded. To prevent routers from dropping valid LSAs, make sure that the
MinLSArrival is configured to be lower or equal to the LSA-Hold timer.
Note To reduce the impact of link flapping, IP event dampening can be implemented. For
more information about this feature, see https://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/ios/iproute_pi/
configuration/guide/iri_ip_event_damp_ps10591_TSD_Products_Configuration_Guide_
Chapter.html.

Figure 3-19 illustrates the OSPF exponential backoff algorithm. It is assumed that, every
second, an event happens that causes a new version of an LSA to be generated. With the
default timers, the initial LSA is generated after 500 ms. After that, a five-second wait
occurs between successive LSAs.

Result of tuning OSPF LSA throttle timers:
Events Causing LSA Generation

previous LSA generation at t0 (t1–t0) > 5000 ms

1000

t1

t2

time [ms]

LSA Generation
500

5000

5000

Default timers
time [ms]

LSA Generation –Back-of Alg.
500

t1+10

1000

2000

4000

t2

5000

Tuned timers:
LSA-Start = 10ms
LSA-Hold = 500 ms
LSA-Max-Wait = 5000ms
time [ms]

Figure 3-19 Tuning OSPF LSA Throttle Timers
With the OSPF LSA throttle timers set at 10 ms for LSA-Start, 500 ms for LSA-Hold, and
5000 ms for LSA-Max-Wait, the initial LSA is generated after 10 ms. The next LSA is generated after the LSA-Hold time of 500 ms. The next LSA is generated after 2 x 500 =
1000 ms. The next LSA is generated after 4 x 500 = 2000 ms. The next LSA is generated
after 8 x 500 = 4000 ms. The next one would be generated after 16 x 500 = 8000 ms, but
because the LSA-Max-Wait is set at 5000 ms, the LSA is generated after 5000 ms. From
this point onward, a 5000 ms wait is applied to successive LSAs, until the network stabilizes and the timers are reset.
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OSPF LSA Pacing
The LSA throttle timers control LSA generation by the originating routers. Another set of
timers, the LSA pacing timers, controls the time it takes to propagate LSAs from router to
router. By default, a router waits 33 ms between transmission of successive LSAs in the
LSA flooding queue. There is a separate queue for LSA retransmissions, and LSAs in this
queue are paced at 66 ms by default. If you adjust the LSA throttle timers to be low, you
may also want to adjust these timers, because the total time for an LSA to propagate
through the network is the initial LSA generation time plus the sum of the propagation
delays between all routers in the path.
The intent of this timer is to ensure that you do not overwhelm neighboring routers with
LSAs that cannot be processed quickly enough. However, with the increase of processing
power on routers over the last decades this is not a major concern any more.

OSPF Event Processing
The LSA throttling and pacing timers control OSPF LSA propagation. The next element
in OSPF convergence is event processing. The timing of successive OSPF SPF calculations is throttled in the same manner as LSA generation, using an exponential backoff
algorithm.
The timers involved in OSPF SPF throttling are very similar to the LSA throttling timers.
There are three tunable timers:
■

SPF-Start: The initial delay to schedule an SFP calculation after a change.

■

SPF-Hold: The minimum holdtime between two consecutive SPF calculations.
Similar to the LSA-Hold timer, this timer is used as an incremental value in an exponential backoff algorithm.

■

SPF-Max-Wait: The maximum wait time between two consecutive SPF calculations.

Considerations in adjusting these timers are similar to the LSA throttling timers. An additional factor to consider is the time it takes for an SPF calculation to complete on the
router platform used. You cannot schedule a new SPF run before the previous calculation
has completed. Therefore, ensure that the SPF-Hold timer is higher than the time it takes
to run a complete SPF. When estimating SPF run times, you should account for future
network growth.

Bidirectional Forwarding Detection
Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) is another feature that helps speed up routing
convergence. One of the significant factors in routing convergence is the detection of link
or node failure. In the case of link failures, there is usually an electrical signal or keepalive
to detect the loss of the link. BFD is a technology that uses efficient fast Layer 2 link hellos to detect failed or one-way links, which is generally what fast routing hellos detect.
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BFD requires routing-protocol support. BFD is available for OSPF, EIGRP, IS-IS, and BGP.
BFD quickly notifies the routing protocol of link-down conditions. This can provide failure detection and response times down to around 50 ms, which is the typical SONET
failure response time.
The CPU impact of BFD is less than that of fast hellos. This is because some of the processing is shifted to the data plane rather than the control plane. On nondistributed platforms, Cisco testing has shown a minor, 2 percent CPU increase above baseline when
supporting 100 concurrent BFD sessions.
BFD provides a method for network administrators to configure subsecond Layer 2 failure detection between adjacent network nodes. Furthermore, administrators can configure their routing protocols to respond to BFD notifications and begin Layer 3 route convergence almost immediately.
Note BFD is currently supported only on Cisco 6500/7600 series routers, Cisco 12000
series routers, Cisco 10720 routers, Cisco Nexus 7000, and Cisco Carrier Routing System
(CRS-1) routers.

Designing Scalable BGP Designs
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is commonly used in sites with multiple connections to
the Internet. BGP is also frequently present in medium-to large networks to provide a
controlled interconnection between multiple routing domains running OSPF or EIGRP.
Large-scale internal BGP networks are also becoming more prevalent as large enterprises
implement internal Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) VPNs for security segmentation, business unit or brand isolation, and similar purposes.
This section discusses designing advanced routing solutions using BGP. It describes how
to identify scaling issues in internal BGP designs and how to use techniques to alleviate
these issues.

Scaling BGP Designs
This section discusses aspects of scaling in basic internal BGP (IBGP) design. This is illustrated in Figure 3-20.
BGP can provide a controlled interconnection between multiple routing domains running OSPF or EIGRP and support internal MPLS VPNs. IBGP requires a full mesh of
BGP peers.
The full mesh of IBGP routers is needed because IBGP routers do not re-advertise routes
learned via IBGP to other IBGP peers. This behavior is part of BGP protocol behavior
that is used to prevent information from circulating between IBGP speaking routers in a
routing information loop or cycle. External BGP (EBGP) relies on the autonomous system
path to prevent loops. However, there is no way to tell whether a route advertised through
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several IBGP speakers is a loop. Because IBGP peers are in the same autonomous system,
they do not add anything to the autonomous system path, and they do not re-advertise
routes learned via IBGP.

Advertises 10.1.1.0/24

EBGP

Learns 10.1.1.0/24 EBGP
Advertises 10.1.1.0/24 IBGP
IBGP
Learns 10.1.1.0/24 IBGP
Does Not Advertise
10.1.1.0/24 IBGP
IBGP

Figure 3-20 IBGP Full-Mesh
Requirement
Note BGP is commonly used in sites with multiple connections to the Internet. BGP is
also common with MPLS VPNs and MPLS mixed with IP Security (IPsec) VPNs.

Full-Mesh IBGP Scalability
Because IBGP requires a full mesh of peers, scaling the full mesh is a concern. In general,
for N peers in an IBGP full mesh, each would have N – 1 peers. There are N (N – 1) / 2
peering relationships. This means that each peer would need the CPU, memory, and bandwidth to handle updates and peer status for all the other routers. This is not a hierarchical
design, and it would not be cost-effective to scale for large networks.
There are two IBGP alternatives to scale IBGP:
■

Route reflectors

■

Confederations

The following sections explore the basic design and behavior of route reflectors and confederations and demonstrate how they can be used in a routing design.
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Scaling IBGP with Route Reflectors
A BGP route reflector is an IBGP speaker that reflects or repeats routes learned from
IBGP peers to some of its other IBGP peers. This is shown in Figure 3-21.

Route Reflectors

neighbor ip-adddress route-reflector-client
neighbor ip-adddress route-reflector-client

Figure 3-21

BGP Route Reflectors

To prevent loops, a route reflector adds an originator ID and a cluster list to routes that it
reflects between IBGP speakers. These attributes act similarly to the autonomous system
path attribute to prevent routing information loops.
All configuration of the route reflector is done on the route reflector itself. The configuration identifies which IBGP peers are route reflector clients.
Implementing route reflectors is fairly simple and can be done incrementally. Each client
router needs to be configured as a client on the route reflector or on multiple route reflectors. Unnecessary peers can then be removed from the configuration on the client router.
Often, route reflector clients peer only with the route reflectors. In a service provider network, route reflector clients might also be provider edge (PE) devices, which also peer
with customers using EBGP.
To avoid a single point of failure, redundant route reflectors are typically used.

BGP Route Reflector Definitions
A route reflector client (shown in Figure 3-22) is an IBGP router that receives and sends
routes to most other IBGP speakers via the route reflector. The route reflector client
needs no special configuration, other than removing peering with some or all neighbors
other than the route reflector.
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Route Reflectors

Cluster

Cluster

Route Reflector Client

Figure 3-22

BGP Route Reflector Definitions

A cluster is a route reflector together with its clients. The route reflector relieves the route
reflector client routers of needing to be interconnected via an IBGP full mesh.
Route reflector clusters may overlap.
A nonclient router (shown in Figure 3-23) is any route reflector IBGP peer that is not a
route reflector client of that route reflector.

Route Reflectors

Nonclient

Cluster

Cluster

Route Reflector Client

Figure 3-23

Additional BGP Route Reflector Definitions
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Route reflectors are typically nonclients with regard to the other route reflectors in the
network.
Route reflectors must still be fully IBGP meshed with nonclients. Therefore, route reflectors reduce meshing within clusters, but all mesh links outside the cluster must be maintained on the route reflector. The route reflector clients get information from IBGP speakers outside the cluster via the route reflector.
If a route reflector receives a route from a nonclient, it reflects it to route reflector clients
but not to other nonclients. The route reflector receives the routes if it has a direct peering relationship to the original nonclient. The route reflector also sends the route to
EBGP peers, which is standard behavior. IBGP routes get repeated to all EBGP peers.

Route Reflector Basics
This section briefly looks at how route advertisement works with route reflectors. This is
illustrated in Figure 3-24.
EBGP Peer

Nonclient

Send

Send

Send

Client

Figure 3-24

Client

Route Reflector Basics

If a route reflector receives a route from an EBGP peer, it passes that route to all route
reflector clients and nonclients, just as in normal IBGP peering behavior.
If the route reflector receives a route from a route reflector client, it reflects the route to
the other clients within the cluster and nonclients. It also reflects the route to EBGP
peers. Here’s another way to think of this: The route reflector takes over the communication
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for the route reflector clients, passing along all the messages they would normally transmit directly via a peering session.
Note Route reflectors ignore the split-horizon design of IBGP and re-advertise routes
they have received to any neighbor they have configured as a route reflector client.

Scaling IBGP with Confederations
BGP confederations are another way of scaling IBGP. Their behavior is defined in RFC
5065. Confederations insert information using the autonomous system path into BGP
routes to prevent loops within an autonomous system. The basic idea with confederations
is to divide a normal BGP autonomous system into multiple sub-autonomous systems.
The outer or containing autonomous system is called the confederation autonomous system. This is all that is visible to the outside world.
Each of the inner autonomous systems is a smaller sub-autonomous system that uses a
different autonomous system number, typically chosen from the private autonomous system number range of 64,512 through 65,534.

BGP Confederation Definitions
This section defines terms used with confederations (see Figure 3-25).
Peers within the same sub-autonomous system are confederation internal peers.
IBGP peers that are in a different sub-autonomous system are confederation external peers.
As IBGP information is passed around within a confederation autonomous system, the
sub-autonomous system numbers are put into a confederation sequence, which works like
an autonomous system path.

Confederation Basics
Route advertisement with confederations works similarly to that of route reflectors in the
following ways:
■

A route learned from an EBGP peer is advertised to all confederation external and internal peers.

■

A route learned from a confederation internal peer is advertised to all confederation
external peers, and to EBGP peers.

■

A route learned from a confederation external peer is advertised to all confederation
internal peers, and to EBGP peers.

Another way to understand this is that IBGP between sub-autonomous systems acts like
EBGP. Private autonomous system numbers are used internally within the confederation
autonomous system and removed from updates sent outside the confederation.
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Confederation
Internal Peers

AS65002
Confederation
External Peers

AS50001

AS65001

Sub-AS

AS50004

Figure 3-25

Confederation AS

Confederation Definitions

Note Private autonomous system numbers are typically used within the confederation.

Confederations Reduce Meshing
Like route reflectors, confederations are used to reduce the amount of IBGP meshing
needed. Without route reflectors or confederation, IBGP requires a full mesh of peering
relationships, as illustrated in Figure 3-26.
Note The IBGP does not require peers to be directly connected.

However, confederations can reduce meshing requirements, as shown in Figure 3-27.
Routers in different sub-autonomous systems do not peer with each other, except at subautonomous system borders. It is generally recommended to use two or three links
between sub-autonomous system borders. More links just consume CPU and memory in
the border routers.
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When you use sub-autonomous systems for confederations, the meshing is restricted to
within the sub-autonomous systems, with some additional peering between subautonomous system border routers.
Route reflectors can be used within confederations to further reduce network complexity. Historically, service providers have not done this, but they are now starting to. Using
route reflectors alleviates the need to fully mesh within a sub-autonomous system.

Deploying Confederations
In Figure 3-28, router B could be configured to set the BGP next hop to itself for advertisement to routers C and D. This is not normally done by IBGP routers. This would
impose the constraint that routers C and D would need to have routes to the new next
hop, router B.

A

Sub-AS

neighbor c next–hop self
neighbor d next–hop self

EIGRP

B
C

OSPF

Sub-AS

D
IS-IS
Sub-AS
Must Be Able to Reach B

Figure 3-28 Deploying Confederations
Using this configuration breaks the confederation up from a next-hop perspective from
both the IGP and BGP point of view. This scenario allows for more flexibility and scaling
in very large networks. This deployment might make sense for large organizations that
support separate entities such as government organizations that have distinct branches or
divisions.
Using confederation sub-autonomous systems has other advantages. The IBGP policies
can differ internally within and between the sub-autonomous systems. In particular,
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multi-exit discriminator (MED) acceptance or stripping, local preference settings, route
dampening, and so on can vary between sub-autonomous systems. In addition, policy
controls can be used on peerings between sub-autonomous systems.
This highlights some advantages of confederations. Confederations can ease the transition
in an acquisition or merger. The new network can be treated as another sub-autonomous
system and keep its IGP. It can also keep its EBGP policies with its customers.
A disadvantage of confederations is that there is no graceful way to migrate from full
mesh to using confederations. The migration may well require downtime.
Table 3-1 compares how confederations and route reflectors provide various IBGP scaling
features.
Table 3-1

Comparing Confederations to Route Reflectors

Loop prevention

Confederation

Route Reflector

Autonomous system
confederation set

Originator or set cluster ID

Break up a single autonomous Sub-autonomous systems
system

Clusters

Redundancy

Multiple connections between Client connects to several
sub-autonomous systems
reflectors

External connections

Anywhere in the network

Anywhere in the network

Multilevel hierarchy

Reflectors within subautonomous systems

Hierarchical clusters

Policy control

Along outside borders and
between sub-autonomous
systems

Along outside borders

Scalability

Medium; still requires full
IBGP within each subautonomous system

Very high

Migration

Very difficult (impossible
in some situations)

Moderately easy (impossible in
some situations)

In general, route reflectors are simpler to migrate to and relatively simple to use, whereas
confederations are more flexible as to IGP and policy.

Summary
This chapter covered the elements of advanced routing design, and touched on the merits
of a well-planned IP addressing scheme. The IP addressing scheme is the foundation for
greater efficiency in operating and maintaining a network. Without proper planning in
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advance, networks might not be able to benefit from route summarization features inherent to many routing protocols.
Cisco favors a transition strategy from IPv4 to IPv6 that begins from the edges of the
network and moves in toward the core. This strategy allows you to control the deployment cost and focus on the needs of the applications, rather than complete a full network
upgrade to a native IPv6 network at this stage. Cisco IPv6 router products offer the features for a such an integration strategy. The various deployment strategies permit the first
stages of the transition to IPv6 to happen now, whether as a trial of IPv6 capabilities or
as the early controlled stages of major IPv6 network implementations.IPv6 can be
deployed as dual stack, hybrid, and service block.
The general advanced routing design discussion can be encapsulated in the following
key points:
■

Route summarization and default routing are important in scaling routing designs.

■

Route filtering can be used to manage traffic flows in the network, avoiding inappropriate transit traffic and as a defense against inappropriate routing updates.

■

Redistribution can be useful for manipulating and managing routing updates but
needs to be designed properly to prevent routing loops or other problems.

EIGRP converges quickly as long as it has a feasible successor. With no feasible successor, EIGRP sends queries out to its neighbors. To limit the scope of these queries, use
route summarization and filtering. By limiting EIGRP query scope, you can speed up
EIGRP convergence and increase stability. In addition, large numbers of neighbors should
be avoided for any one router. Multiple autonomous systems may be used with EIGRP
providing that you understand that they do not directly limit EIGRP query scope. You
would use them to support migration strategies, different administrative groups, or very
large network design.
OSPF scaling depends on summarization and controlling how much LSA flooding is
needed. Simple, stub, summarized designs scale most effectively. Several techniques
speed up convergence for OSPF, including fast hellos, and BFD.
Finally, IBGP requires a full mesh of all IBGP routers, but full-mesh peering does not
scale gracefully. Route reflectors pass along routing information to and from their clients.
The route reflector clients are relieved of the burden of most IBGP peering.
Confederations allow an autonomous system to be divided into sub-autonomous systems,
where the sub-autonomous system border routers peer with each other and then pass
along routes on behalf of the other sub-autonomous system routers. Confederation
sequences are used to prevent information loops. Sub-autonomous systems can have different BGP polices from each other.
The key points to remember include the following:
■

IP address design allows for route summarization that supports network scaling,
stability, and fast convergence.
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■

Route summarization, route filtering, and appropriate redistribution help minimize
routing information in the network.

■

EIGRP converges quickly as long as it has a feasible successor. Multiple autonomous
systems with EIGRP may be used, with care, to support special situations, including
migration strategies and very large network design.

■

Simple, stub, summarized OSPF designs scale most effectively. Several techniques
speed up convergence for OSPF, including fast hellos and BFD.

■

IBGP designs can be scaled using route reflectors to pass routing information to and
from their clients and confederations to allow an autonomous system to be divided
into sub-autonomous systems.
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Review Questions
Answer the following questions, and then refer to Appendix A, “Answers to Review
Questions,” for the answers.
1.

Which three address blocks are summarizable?
a. 172.16.20.0/24 to 172.16.27.0/24
b. 172.16.20.0/24 to 172.16.23.0/24
c. 10.16.0.0/16 to 10.31.0.0/16
d. 10.16.0.0/16 to 10.47.0.0/16
e. 2001:0DB8:C3B7:10A0::/64 to 2001:0DB8:C3B7:10DF::/64
f. 2001:0DB8:1234:FB40::/64 to 2001:0DB8:1234:FB5F::/64
g. 10.96.0.0/16 to 10.159.0.0/16

2. Which two can bit-splitting techniques be used for? (Choose two.)
a. OSPF area design
b. Summarizable address blocks with convenient role-based subnets
c. Access list convergence
d. Detecting summarizable address blocks
e. Manual route summarization
3. Which is the recommended design approach for OSPF?
a. Configure a static default route everywhere for predictability.
b. Configure static default routes using recursive routing for consistency.
c. Originate the default at the edge and redistribute it into dynamic routing.
d. Make the OSPF backbone area 0 stubby.
e. Do not use additional parameters with the originate default command.
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4. Which two statements best describe redistribution?
a. Redistribution works poorly with an arbitrary mix of routing protocols anywhere.
b. Redistribution seldom requires route filters.
c. Redistribution is not useful after a merger.
d. Redistribution works well with a limited number of redistribution points.
e. Redistribution prevents summarization.
5. Select the best statement concerning EIGRP and OSPF routing design.
a. Routing design needs to be done most carefully for small networks.
b. OSPF should not be used for small networks.
c. Routing design needs to be done most carefully for large networks.
d. Route summarization must be used in all network designs.
e. OSPF works best with a full mesh.
6. Which three factors are the biggest influences on OSPF scalability?
a. Flooding paths and redundancy
b. Amount of routing information in the OSPF area or routing domain
c. Number of routers capable of Cisco Express Forwarding
d. Number of adjacent neighbors
e. Other routing protocols in use
7.

Which statement best describes basic IBGP?
a. IBGP is a link-state protocol.
b. IBGP requires a full mesh of peers because it has no other way to prevent looping of routing information.
c. IBGP inherently handles all full-mesh scalability issues.
d. IBGP uses split horizoning to prevent looping of routing information.
e. IBGP uses the autonomous system path to prevent looping of routing information.

8. A route reflector reflects routes from a route reflector client to which three types of
IBGP routers?
a. Nonclient routers
b. Sub-autonomous system members
c. Other route reflector client routers
d. EBGP peers
e. IBGP peers configured for EIGRP or OSPF routing
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EoMPLS (Ethernet over MPLS),
177-179
EOR (end-of-row) access switch
design, 212
versus TOR design, 277-286
EPL (Ethernet Private Line) service,
173-174
ERMS (Ethernet Relay Multipoint
Service), 176
error correction, 318
error detection, 317
ERS (Ethernet Relay Service), 174-175
establishing

flows

boundaries within networks, 18-19
inbound path preference, 233-234
EtherChannel
best practices, 47-50
data center architecture, load
balancing, 286
versus ECMP, 59-60
LACP, 49-50
load balancing, 58-59
MEC and VSS, 52-53
Min-Links, 287-288
PAgP, 49
event processing, OSPF, 145
EWS (Ethernet Wire Service), 175
example
of bit splitting, 107
of hierarchical network model, 3-4
of network services, 7
exponential backoff, 143-144
export versions, NetFlow, 579-581
extending network edge with IP
telephony, 84-85

F
fabrics, 315
FSPF, 325
IVR, 324
unified fabric, 344, 358-359
failover feature, blade servers in data
center access layer, 265-266
fan-out, SANs, 330-331
fast convergence
BFD, 145-146
EIGRP, 124-125
OSPF, 142
FCF (Fibre Channel Forwarder),
350-352

FCIP (Fibre Channel over IP), 339-340
FCoE (Fibre Channel over Ethernet),
347-350
FCP (Fibre Channel Protocol), 322
feasible distance, 124
features of WANs, 194-195
FEX (fabric extenders)
active/active FEX design, 270-271
cabinet design, 282-283
straight-through FEX design, 270
FHRP (First-Hop Redundancy
Protocol), GLBP, 67-69
Fibre Channel, 315, 321-322
FCF, 350-352
FCoE, 347-348
HBA, 316
FICON (Fiber Connectivity), 326-327
filtering EIGRP redistribution with
route tags, 127-130
filters, 166
firewalls
active/active topology, 415-416
asymmetric routing, 416-418
in e-commerce designs, 368-370
contexts, 371-372
modes, 373-375
virtual firewall layers, 372-373
FWSMs, load balancing, 419-423
modes, 408-410
two-firewall layer design module
(e-commerce design), 393-394
virtual firewalls, 411-414
WAFs, 388
zone-based policy firewall, 410-411
first-hop redundancy, 64-66
FlexiLinks, Layer 2 design, 255-260
flows, 574-578
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FSPF (Fabric Shortest Path First)

FSPF (Fabric Shortest Path First), 325
FWSMs (Firewall Service Modules),
load balancing, 419-423

G
gathering design requirements, 16-17
GET (Cisco Group Encrypted
Transport) VPNs, 489-490
IP multicast, 557-558
GLBP (Gateway Load Balancing
Protocol), 67-69
graceful restart-aware devices, 35
GRE (Generic Routing and
Encapsulation), multicast over
IPsec GRE, 555
GRE over IPsec, 483-485
group membership (IP multicast),
507-508

H
hard disk interfaces (SANs), 316
HBA (host bus adapter), 316
hierarchical network model, 2-4
access layer
StackWise technology,
implementing, 78-79
switches, daisy chaining, 77
access-distribution block designs,
51-52
distribution layer
summarization, 62-63
VSS, deploying, 73-74
example, 3-4
layers, 2
high availability, 7
in campus networks, 30-38
alternate paths, providing, 32

Cisco NSF, 33-35
single points of failure, avoiding,
33-34
in data center architecture, 296-301
failover times, 299-300
NIC teaming configurations,
296-299
NSF with SSO, 300-301
in e-commerce designs, 364
people, 366
processes, 366-367
redundancy, 365
technology, 365-366
tools, 367-368
SAN extension, 343
VSS, 51
HIP (host intrusion prevention
systems), 447
host-based protocols, 316
HSRP (Hot Standby Routing Protocol)
preemption, 65-66
STP/service context alignment in
aggregation layer, 230-232
hub-and-spoke design, OSPF, 137-140
H-VPLS, 184
hybrid model, 112-114

I
identifying customer requirements,
16-17
IDSs (intrusion detection systems),
444-445, 451-453
IEEE 802.11 operational standards,
627-630
IGMP (Internet Group Management
Protocol), 516-518
IGMP snooping, 519

IP multicast

implement phase (PPDIOO network
lifecycle), 14
implementing
AutoQoS, 589-592
role-based addressing, 105-106
inbound path preference, establishing,
233-234
infrastructure, campus networks, 2429. See also infrastructure services
access layer, 24-26
core layer, 27-29
distribution layer, 26-27
infrastructure services, 12
Cisco Catalyst Integrated Security,
93-95
IP telephony, 84-86
multi-VLAN access ports, 89-90
power budget planning, 87-89
soft phones, 90
voice VLANs, 90
QoS, 90-93
Inline Bridge mode (SLB), 378-379
integrated service modules, aggregation layer (data center architecture),
227-228
intelligent storage arrays, 317
I/O consolidation (SANs), 345-346
IP addressing, 102
address planning, 104-105
bit splitting, 106-107
default routing, 115-118
IPv6
address planning, 107-108
bit splitting, 108-111
in campus networks, 111-115
dual stack model, 112
hybrid model, 112-114
service block model, 114-115
summarization, 103

multicast, 511
address assignment, 514-515
Layer 2 addresses, 512-514
scoped addresses, 548-549
NAT, 109-111
prefix lengths, calculating, 103
redesigning, 104
remote-access VPNs, 465-466
role-based addressing, implementing,
105-106
route summarization, 115-118
site-to-site VPNs, 470-471
summary address blocks, 102-105
VLSM, 103
for VPN clients, 109
IP multicast, 8
addressing, 511
address assignment, 514-515
planning Layer 2 addresses,
512-514
advantages of, 510
applications, 508-509
CGMP, 520
Cisco multicast architecture, 515-516
disadvantages of, 510-511
GET VPNs, 557-558
group membership, 507-508
IGMP, 516-518
IGMP snooping, 519
IP multicast over IPsec VPNs, 553555
multicast over DMVPN, 555-556
multicast over IPsec GRE, 555
PIM, 520-521
deployment models, 527-542
distribution trees, 522
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IP multicast

RPF, 522-525
RPs, 536-542
shared distribution trees,
525-527
security, 543-558
attack traffic sources, 547-548
replication requirements, 546
scoped addresses, 548-549
sessions, 509-510
state requirements, 544-545
versus unicast, 506-507
and VPLS, 187
IP source guard, 95
IP telephony
multi-VLAN access ports, 89-90
network edge, extending, 84-85
PoE, requirements, 85-86
power budget planning, 87-89
soft phones, 90
voice VLANs, 90
IPsec VPNs, 478-490
Cisco Easy VPN, 480-483
design topologies, 476
DMVPN, 485-487
GET VPNs, 489-490
GRE over IPsec, 483-485
IP multicast over IPsec VPNs, 553555
router performance with, 471-474
VTIs, 487-488
IPSs (intrusion prevention systems),
445-446
deployment options, 448-451
HIPS, 447
monitoring, 451-453
sensors, 446

IPv6
address planning, 107-108
bit splitting, 108-111
in campus networks, 111-115
dual stack model, 112
hybrid model, 112-114
service block model, 114-115
summarization, 103
iSCSI, 316, 340-342
ISL (Inter-Switch Link), 43
iSLB (iSCSI Server Load Balancing), 340
ISPs
advanced WAN services, 192-204
Metro Ethernet, 170-181
ISR G2 (Cisco Integrated Services
Routers Generation 2), 8
IVR (Inter-VSAN Routing), 324

J-K-L
JBOD (just a bunch of disks), 317
L2MP (Layer 2 Multipathing), 244
LACP (Link Aggregation Control
Protocol), 49-50
LAN services
Metro Ethernet, 172-179
LAN services, Metro Ethernet
AToM, 176-177
Cisco ERS, 174-175
Cisco EWS, 175
EMS, 175-176
EoMPLS, 177-179
EPL service, 173-174
ERMS, 176
large-scale, dual fabric core-edge
design (SANs), 336-337

logical topology, VSS 687

Layer 2
access layer, selection criteria,
276-277
EtherChannel
best practices, 47-50
LACP, 49-50
PAgP, 49
FlexiLink topologies, 255-260
L2MP, 244
looped topologies, 246-250
loop-free topologies, 250-255
STP
best practices, 38-39
Cisco STP Toolkit, 40
root bridge, defining, 41-43
standards, 40-41
trunking
best practices, 44
DTP, 45-46
UDLD, best practices, 46-47
Layer 2 looped design model, 52
Layer 2 loop-free design model, 51-52
Layer 2-to-Layer 3 boundary design
models, 71-75
Layer 3, 55-59
access layer, selection criteria, 276-277
in data center access layer, 260-262
VPNs, 306-307
Layer 3 routed design model, 52
layered design
data center architecture, 211
access layer, 245-260
aggregation layer, 221-236
Cisco Nexus 7000 Series
switches, 236-237
core layer, 217-221
service modules, 228-230

services layer, 214-217
uplink density, 286-290
hierarchical network model
access layer, 77-79
access-distribution block
designs, 51-52
distribution layer, 62-63, 73-74
example, 3-4
layers, 2
learn phase (PfR), 200
lightweight APs634
link load balancing in campus networks, 58-59
link-state routing protocols, OSPF
ABRs, 135
area border connection behavior,
141-142
areas, designing, 133-137
domain summarization, 136-137
event processing, 145
exponential backoff, 143-144
fast convergence, 142
hub-and-spoke design, 137-140
LSA pacing, 145
redistribution, 121-123
stub areas, 117-118
link-state tracking, 265
load balancing
CEF, configuring, 218-219
data center architecture,
EtherChannel, 286
in e-commerce designs, SLBs, 375-382
FWSMs, 419-423
GLBP, 67-69
iSLB, 340
logical interfaces, STP, 292-293
logical topology, VSS, 53
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Loop guard

Loop guard, 40
looped square topology, 247
looped triangle topology, 247
loop-free topologies,
250-255
LSA pacing, 145

M
management plane, 36
managing
bandwidth in campus networks, 56-57
SANs, 332-333
VPNs, 491
MANs (metropolitan-area networks), 10
measure phase (PfR), 201-202
MEC (Multichassis EtherChannel), 51
and VSS, 52-53
medianet architecture
network services, 7-8
supported applications, 9
medium-scale, dual-fabric collapsed
core design (SANs), 335
Metro Ethernet
architecture, 170-172
end-to-end QoS, 179-181
LAN services, 172
AToM, 176-177
Cisco ERS, 174-175
Cisco EWS, 175
EMS, 175-176
EoMPLS, 177-179
EPL service, 173-174
ERMS, 176
migrating between routing protocols,
123
Min-Links, 287-288
mirroring, 317

mobility groups, 646
modular network design, 9
branch module, 10-11
criteria for, 11
teleworker module, 11
modularity on Catalyst switches,
37-38
monitoring
IPSs, 451-453
NetFlow, 582-583
SLAs, 196
MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching)
AToM, 176-177
EoMPLS, 177-179
VPLS, 181-187
QoS, 186
routing implications, 186
scaling, 184-185
MPLS VPN, 187
backdoor routes, 189-190
customer considerations, 188-189
MSFC (Multilayer Switch Feature
Card), 412
MST (Multiple Spanning Tree), 41
multicast, 506
access control, 549-553
advantages of, 510
applications, 508-509
CGMP, 520
Cisco multicast architecture, 515-516
disadvantages of, 510-511
GET VPNs, 557-558
group membership, 507-508
IGMP, 516-518
IGMP snooping, 519
IP addressing, 511
address assignment, 514-515
Layer 2 addresses, 512-514

network models

IP multicast over IPsec VPNs,
553-555
multicast over DMVPN, 555-556
multicast over IPsec GRE, 555
PIM, 520-521
deployment models, 527-542,
532-533
distribution trees, 522
RPF, 522-525
security, 543, 550-558
attack traffic sources, 547-548
replication requirements, 546
scoped addresses, 548-549
state requirements, 544-545
sessions, 509-510
shared distribution trees, 525-527
versus unicast, 506-507
and VPLS, 187
multiple EIGRP autonomous systems,
126-130
multiplexing
CWDM, 165-166, 338
DWDM, 166-167
WDM, 165
multi-VLAN access ports, 89-90

N
NAC (Network Admission Control),
423-443
Cisco NAC Appliance, 426-428
Layer 2 in-band designs, 434435
Layer 2 out-of-band designs,
435-436
Layer 3 in-band designs, 437-439
Layer 3 out-of-band designs,
439-440

Cisco NAS
deployment options, 429-432
scaling, 429
NAC Framework, 441-443
NAC Framework, 441-443
NAS (network-attached storage), 319
NAT (network address translation),
109-111
NBAR (Network-Based Application
Recognition), 583
AutoQoS, 588-589
packet inspection, 584-586
protocol discovery, 586-588
NetFlow, 573
cache management, 578-579
export versions, 579-581
flows, 574-578
monitoring, 582-583
network edge, extending with IP
telephony, 84-85
network management, 7
application optimization, 568-571
functional areas, 566-567
IP SLAs, 600
NBAR, 583
AutoQoS, 588-589
packet inspection, 584-586
protocol discovery, 586-588
NetFlow, 573-578
export versions, 579-581
monitoring, 582-583
solutions, designing, 567
supported Cisco IOS Software,
567-568
syslog, 571-573
network models
collapsed-core model, 29
hierarchical network model, 2-4
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network models

modular network design, 9
branch module, 10-11
criteria, 11
teleworker module, 11
network services, 7
network services, 7-8
network virtualization, 302-307
networks, segmenting, 18-19
NFS (Network File System), 316
NIC density on switches, 284
nonoverlapping channels, 656-659
NPV mode (Cisco Nexus 5000
switches), 357-358
NSF (nonstop forwarding), data center
architecture high availability,
300-301

O
octets, 103
one-armed mode (SLB), 379-382
one-armed SLB two-firewall design
module (e-commerce design), 395398
one-armed SLB with ACE design
module, 401-403
one-armed SLB with firewall contexts
design module (e-commerce design),
398-401
operate phase (PPDIOO network
lifecycle), 14
optical direct connect, 316
optical interconnections, 162
CWDM, 165-166
EFDA, 166
filters, 166
RPR, 168-169
SONET, 163-164

optimize phase
PfR, 202-203
PPDIOO network lifecycle, 14
originating default routes, 116-117
OSAs (Open System Adapters), 277
OSI model
Layer 2
L2MP, 244
STP, 38-41
Layer 3, 55-59
OSPF (Open Shortest Path First)
ABRs, 135
as access layer routing protocol, 76-77
area border connection behavior,
141-142
areas, designing, 133-137
data center core layer design recommendations, 220-221
domain summarization, 136-137
event processing, 145
exponential backoff, 143-144
fast convergence, 142
hub-and-spoke design, 137-140
LSA pacing, 145
redistribution, 121-123
scaling, 131-132
stub areas, 117-118
oversubscription
on access layer switches, 285-286
in campus networks, managing, 56
SAN requirements, 330-331

P
packet inspection, NBAR, 584-586
PAgP (Port Aggregation Protocol), 49
parallel SCSI specification, 320-321

QoS (quality of service)

passive interfaces, 61-62
peering, 60-62
performance
Cisco ASA 5500 series, 474-475
PfR, 200-204
router performance with IPsec
VPN, 471-474
WANs (wide-area networks)
application performance, 197-198
PfR (Performance Routing)
apply policy phase, 202
learn phase, 200
measure phase, 201-202
optimize phase, 202-203
topologies, 203-204
verify phase, 203
PIM (Protocol-Independent Multicast),
520-527
deployment models
Bidir-PIM, 532-533
dense mode, 535-536
PIM-SM, 528-531
SSM, 533-535
distribution trees, 522
RPF, 522-525
RPs, 536, 542
Auto-RP, 538-540
DM flooding, 540-541
static RP addressing, 537-538
RPs, BSR, 541-542
shared distribution trees, 525-527
placement
of service modules in data center
aggregation layer, 227-228
of site-to-site VPNs, 476-478
plan phase (PPDIOO network
lifecycle), 13-14

PoE (Power over Ethernet)
IP telephony requirements, 85-86
port density, SAN requirements,
329-330
Port Security, 93
PortFast, 40
PPDIOO network lifecycle, 12
benefits of, 14-15
characterizing existing networks, 17
customer requirements, identifying,
16-17
design methodology, 16
design phase, 14
implement phase, 14
operate phase, 14
optimize phase, 14
plan phase, 13-14
prepare phase, 13
preemption (HSRP), 65-66
prefix lengths, calculating, 103
prepare phase (PPDIOO network
lifecycle), 13
preventing unicast flooding, 83-84
processes for e-commerce high
availability, 366-367
protocol discovery, NBAR,
586-588
purchasing WAN services, 194-195
PVST+ (Per VLAN Spanning
Tree Plus), 41

Q
QoS (quality of service), 8, 92
best practices, 91
end-to-end QoS, 179-181
impact on SLA statistics, 596-597
queuing, 93
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QoS (quality of service)

transmit queue congestion, 91
VoWLANs, 647-650
on VPLS, 186
queuing, 93

role-based addressing, implementing,
105-106
root bridge, defining, 41-43
Root guard, 40
route filtering, 118-119

R

defensive filtering, 120-121
route reflectors, 148-151
route summarization, 115-118
bit splitting, 106-107
route tags, filtering EIGRP
redistribution, 127-130
Routed mode, 229
routing protocols
BGP
route reflectors, 148-151
scaling, 146-148
in campus networks, 63
peering, 60-62
triangle designs, 60
EIGRP
in access layer, 75-76
core layer design
recommendations, 221
fast convergence, 124-125
multiple autonomous systems,
126-131
scaling, 124
migrating between, 123
OSPF
ABRs, 135
in access layer, 76-77
area border connection behavior,
141-142
areas, designing, 133-137
data center core layer design
recommendations, 220-221
domain summarization, 136-137
event processing, 145

radio frequency communication, 626
RAID, 317-318
redesigning IP addressing schemes, 104
redistribution, 121-123, 126-131
redundancy
in e-commerce designs, 365
first-hop redundancy, 64-66
GLBP, 67-69
high availability
campus networks, 30-38
VSS, 51
HSRP, preemption, 65-66
triangle designs, 60
regulatory encryption, site-to-site
VPNs, 470
remote-access VPNs, 460, 467
access control, 466
address assignment, 465-466
authentication, 466
routing design considerations, 465
SSL, 461-464
replication requirements, IP multicast,
546
requirements for PoE, 85-86
rerouting, 167
return-path traffic, 82
RF gain, 626
RF site surveys, 661-667
RHI (route health injection), 388
roaming, 641-645

SANTap

exponential backoff, 143-144
fast convergence, 142
hub-and-spoke design, 137-140
LSA pacing, 145
scaling, 131-132
stub areas, 117-118
redistribution, 121-123
route filtering, 118-121
RPF (Reverse Path Forwarding),
522-525
RPR (Resilient Packet Ring), 168-169
RPs (rendezvous points), 536
Auto-RP, 538-540
BSR, 541-542
DM flooding, 540-541
static RP addressing, 537-538

S
SAN extension
FCIP, 339-340
high availability design, 343
iSCSI, 340-342
SAN islands, 323
SANs (storage area networks),
314
access layer, Nexus deployment,
353-355
business drivers, 315
controller technology, 316-317
convergence, 331-332
fabrics, 315, 344
FCoE, CNAs, 349-350
Fibre Channel, 315, 321-322
FCF, 350-352
FCoE, 347-348
FICON, 326-327

FSPF, 325
hard disk interfaces, 316
HBA, 316
I/O consolidation, 345-346
IVR, 324
large-scale, dual fabric core-edge
design, 336-337
managing, 332-333
medium-scale, dual-fabric collapsed
core design, 335
oversubscription, 330-331
port density requirements, 329-330
RAID, 317-318
SAN extension, 337-338
FCIP, 339-340
high availability design, 343
iSCSI, 340-342
SANTap, 327-328
SCSI
daisy chaining, 321
parallel SCSI specification,
320-321
security, 332
single-switch collapsed core design,
333-334
small-scale, dual-fabric collapsed
core design, 334-335
storage subsystems, 317
storage topologies
DAS, 318-319
NAS, 319
topology requirements, 329-330
traffic management, 331
unified fabric, 10 Gigabit Ethernet
implementation, 346-359
VSAN, 323-324
zoning, 325-326
SANTap, 327-328
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scaling
access layer with service layer
switches, 288-289
aggregation layer in data center
design, 223-224
BGP, 146-147
with confederations, 151-155
with route reflectors, 148-151
Cisco NAS, 429
data center architecture
bandwidth, 286-290
with zones, 296
EIGRP, 124
OSPF, 131-132
site-to-site VPNs, 471
SLA deployments, 597-599
STP in data center architecture,
290-296
VPLS, 184-185
VPNs, 491-498
scoped addresses, 548-549
SCSI (Small Computer Systems
Interface)
daisy chaining, 321
parallel SCSI specification, 320-321
security
ASA, 409
authentication, remote-access
VPNs, 466
firewalls
active/active topology, 415-416
asymmetric routing, 416-418
in e-commerce designs, 368-370
modes, 408-410
virtual firewalls, 411-414
WAFs, 388
zone-based policy firewall,
410-411

IDSs, 444-445
IP addressing, replication
requirements, 546
IP multicast, 543-548
access control, 549-553
attack traffic sources, 547-548
GET VPNs, 557-558
IP multicast over IPsec VPNs,
553-555
multicast over DMVPN, 555-556
scoped addresses, 548-549
IPSs, 445
deployment options, 448-451
HIPS, 447
monitoring, 451-453
sensors, 446
multicast, state requirements, 544-545
NAC, 423-443
Cisco NAC Appliance, 426-428
SANs, 332
VoWLANs, 650-651
segmenting networks, 18-19
selecting
CPE, 198-199
between Layer 2 or Layer 3 access
design, 276-277
sensors, 446
service block model, 114-115
service context, STP/HSRP alignment
in aggregation layer, 230-232
service layer switches, scaling access
layer, 288-289
service modules
active/active design, 232
active/standby design, 232
in data center architecture, 228-230
inbound path preference, establishing,
233-234

summary address blocks

services layer, data center
architecture, 214-217
sessions, IP multicast, 509-510
shared distribution trees, 525-527
single points of failure in campus
networks, avoiding, 33-34
single-switch collapsed core design
(SANs), 333-334
site surveys, 661-667
site-to-site VPNs, 467-478
IP addressing, 470-471
placement, 476-478
regulatory encryption, 470
scaling, 471
SLAs (service-level agreements),
195, 592
deployments, scaling, 597-599
measurements, 593-594
monitoring, 196
network management application
considerations, 600
QoS impact on, 596-597
SNMP features, 594-596
SLB (server load balancing) in
e-commerce designs
ACE, 378
Inline Bridge mode, 378-379
one-armed mode, 379-382
SLB router mode, 377
small-scale, dual-fabric collapsed
core design (SANs), 334-335
SMB (Server Message Block), 317
SNR (signal-to-noise ratio), 654-656
soft phones, 90
SONET, 163-164
square designs, looped square
topology, 247
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), 461-464

SSL offload, 387
SSM (Source-Specific Multicast),
533-535
stability, SANs, 331-332
StackPower, 25
StackWise, 25, 78-79
state requirements, IP multicast,
544-545
Static Pinning mode, 267-268
static RP addressing, 537-538
“Steps to Success” partner program,
668
storage subsystems (SANs), 317
storage topologies
DAS, 318-319
NAS, 319
STP (Spanning Tree Protocol)
best practices, 38-39
Cisco STP Toolkit, 40
in data center, scaling, 290-296
designing for data center
aggregation layer, 224-226
HSRP/service context alignment in
aggregation layer, 230-232
logical interfaces, 292-293
root bridge, defining, 41-43
standards, 40-41
straight-through FEX design, 270
striping, 317
stub areas, 117-118
summarization
at distribution layer, 62-63
domain summarization (OSPF),
136-137
for IPv6, 103
summary address blocks,
102, 105
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surveillance, Cisco IP Video Surveillance

surveillance, Cisco IP Video
Surveillance, 9
switches
access layer, oversubscription,
285-286
cabinet design, 281-284
EOR design, 212
EOR versus TOR design, 277-286
NIC density, 284-285
syslog, 571-573

T
teleworker module, 11
testing e-commerce design modules,
403-404
thick client, 464
thin client, 463
three-tier designs
benefits of, 213-214
data center architecture
access layer, 245-260
aggregation layer, 221-236
Cisco Nexus 7000 Series
switches, 236-237
core layer, 217-221
service modules, 228-230
services layer, 214-217
uplink density, 286-290
top-down network design, 18
topologies
active/active firewall topology,
415-416
designing, 18-19
e-commerce designs
distributed data centers, 384-385
one firewall per ISP, 382-384
stateful failover with common
external prefix, 384

IPsec VPNs, 476
Layer 2 FlexiLink, 255-260
Layer 2 looped, 246-250
Layer 2 loop-free, 250-255
looped square topology, 247
looped triangle topology, 247
OSPF, hub-and-spoke design, 137-140
PfR, 203-204
SANs, requirements, 329-330
storage topologies
DAS, 318-319
NAS, 319
triangle designs, 60
TOR (top-of-rack) access switch
design, 212, 277-286
traffic flows in base e-commerce
design module, 391
traffic management, SANs, 331
traffic shaping, 180
transcoding, 8
transit traffic, route filtering, 118-121
transmit queue congestion, 91
Transparent mode, 230
transponders, 167
triangle designs, 60, 247
trunking, 43
best practices, 43-46
DTP, 45-46
two-firewall layer design module
(e-commerce design), 393-394
two-tier designs, 213
Tx-queue starvation, 91

U
UDLD (Unidirectional Link Detection),
40, 46-47
unicast flooding, preventing, 83-84

VPNs

unified fabric, 344
10 Gigabit Ethernet implementation,
346-359
best practices, 358-359
uplink bandwidth on access layer
switches, 284
uplink density, data center
architecture, 286-290
uplink failures, 80
UplinkFast, 40

V
VBS (Virtual Blade Switch), 266-267
VDC (virtual device contexts),
29, 230, 238-240, 244
verify phase (PfR), 203
video surveillance, Cisco IP Video
Surveillance, 9
virtual firewall layers, 372-373
virtual firewalls, 411-414
virtualization architecture,
12, 302-307
Layer 3 VPNs, 306-307
VRFs, 305-306
VLAN hopping, 43
VLANs
auxiliary VLANs, 89
scalability, 290
voice VLANs, 90
VLSM (variable-length subnet
masking), 103
VoWLAN (Voice over Wireless LANs)
best practices, 659-660
coverage
nonoverlapping channels,
656-659
SNR, 654-656
enhanced neighbor lists, 646-647

in enterprise networks,
638-640
intelligent clients, 651-653
mobility groups, 646
QoS, 647-650
roaming, 641-645
security, 650-651
site surveys, 661-667
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